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The University post office,
just like several other departments on campus, has been
bombarded with complaints
about poor service.
With the fee that is
required in order to receive
mail on campus, some students find that slow mail, torn
packages and inconvenient
hours are almost not worth the
hassle.
"The biggest complaint we
receive is that the mail is
slow," said John Wilder, acting
assistant director. "With the
post office not open on
Saturdays, when Monday
comes around we have two
days worth of mail to put out
and that takes some extra
time."
Having to wait for the mail,
that at any other post office is
delivered on Saturdays, until
the following Monday is considered an inconvenience by
some students
"I paid money for the use
of a box," said Jonathan
Davis, a freshman majoring in
pre-professional health studies.
"It is inconvenient when
you check your mail late on
Friday, see that you have a
see POST, page 7A
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Beyond the classroom
■ English professor
advocates 'crossdisciplinary approach'
in effective learning
HEATHER KAY

assistant news editor

A professor sits in his
office screening
videos for a film
class he is teaching. His
dedication to film and theater, however, does not end
when the day is over.
Dr. Mark Gharney, associate professor of English,
has always participated in a
variety of media activities,
from his days as the first
entertainment editor of The
Tiger to his most recent
direction of The Illusion, a
play by Tony Kushner.
In 1974 Charney began
attending Clemson, but it
was not until 1977 that he
became the editor of the
entertainment section
which is now Time Out. He
did three to five articles per
issue on movies and events
in the area.
"I only regret that I was
not on The Tiger the full
four years I was a student
here," said Charney.
Currently he is in the
process of applying for a
joint appointment in the
department of performing
arts and the department of

Summer Yeargin/staff photographer

Dr. Mark Charney, associate professor of English, is currently
applying for joint appointment in the department of performing
arts and is also trying to implement a film minor.
English.
"One of the best things
about this new administration
is that they promote a theory
of collaboration," said
Charney. "They want faculty
members to work in several

Keeping fit

different departments to provide students with a cross-disciplinary approach to studies."
According to Charney, the
administration is also trying to
develop a film minor because
so many students are interest-

Doctoral candidate
commits suicide
TAMMICA PIXLEY

staff writer

Despite the cold and wind, Amy Green, a
senior majoring in special education, takes
her daily walk along Perimeter Road.

ed in the subject. If this
minor is approved, students
will basically be taught
theory and special effects.
In addition to his classes, Charney is the advisor
see PROFESSOR, page 8A

The death of a 26-year-old doctoral
candidate has shocked many faculty members and students who knew him.
Kesavaram Sudhaker Gadi died in his
apartment on Wednesday, from a selfinflicted gunshot wound.
On Wednesday morning, Gadi told his
roommates to go to class without him
because he felt ill. They left him at 9 a.m.
and returned home that evening to find
him shot in the head and lying on his bedroom floor. The coroner determined the
time of death to be around 10 a.m.
"He became very depressed," said
Shivani Ahuja, the wife of Gadi's best
friend. "The graduate student process can
be very stressful at times, and he was very
sensitive."

Gadi was admired by many people on
campus, including his advisor Paul Joseph.
"He was extremely independent, very
resourceful, and he did outstanding work,"
said Joseph. "He had a bright future ahead
of him."
A prayer service was held in Earle Hall
on Thursday and more than 200 people
attended. The memorial service took place
on Friday at the Robinson Funeral Home
in Easley.
Dr. Rajendra Singh, an engineering
professor and some of Gadi's friends performed a Hindu ritual ceremony in which
holy herbs were burned and placed on the
body.
The body was cremated and the ashes
were sent back to India where they will be
released into a holy river.

see 4.0 GPR, page 6A
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Businesses seek interns
MARI LINN LOVE

news editor

Trying to find a job is hard in this
society, especially without experience
with a company. Resume builders are
hard to come by, and getting your foot
in the door is even harder. But interning
with a company has just become a lot
easier.
This Wednesday, the University will
be the first annual Internship Career
Day in the Palmetto Ballroom. Fortyfive companies will be attending the
event in order to set up internships with
students. The internship will be based

on student volunteer work with the
company.
"The idea behind this event is to
give students the opportunity to get
hands-on experience in their major,"
said Paige Dugger, student government
representative.
"Students will not have to devote an
entire summer or semester for a co-op
or other experience."
With 45 companies in attendance
"just about every major is being represented," said Dugger.
Students can show up at the
Ballroom from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. to fill

out data sheets and talk to company representatives.
The data sheets can replace a
resumefor the expo, in order to let companies become familiar with the student's skills.
"The volunteer work will be left
open to the student and company to
negotiate times," said Dugger.
The companies scheduled to be present are from Clemson, Anderson and
Seneca. Data sheets and a list of attending companies are available in the
Student Government lobby and in the
Career Center.

Maintenance goes private
MARI LINN LOVE

news editor

The department of groundskeeping, maintenance and custodial services at Clemson may be turned over to a division of
the Marriott Corporation.
The University is negotiating a five-year contract in the
hopes of cutting the costs of running services. Gary Ransdell,
vice president for administration and advancement, said "that
an intent to award" has been placed. In essence, the Marriott
has been "selected over the other bids," said Ransdell.
While the services may be turned over to the Marriott,
employees are not expected to be the losers in this deal.
"No jobs will be lost as a result of this contract," Ransdell
said.
The roughly 350 employees will remain at their jobs, with
the company helping to find more efficient ways in daily oper-

ations.
"Marriott has a wealth of experience in corporate management," said Ransdell.
While the company is primarily known for its hotels, it
also provides food services and facilities management for colleges across the nation.
As part of the budget cuts and restructuring, two lead positions were eliminated last year. If it is signed, "the contract
replaces those positions [which were lost]," Ransdell said. If
the deal is sealed, a management team would be comprised of
both current University employees and Marriott's own members.
The discussions will be made by the board of trustees
Monday. If the contract is accepted, a required 16-day waiting
period must be implemented before the Marriott can assume
management positions.

Beasley focuses on education
ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBIA, S.C.(AP) - Gov.
David Beasley focused on education
in his State of the State address on
Wednesday, Jan. 24, a subject on
which the Republican governor's
Democratic critics say he lacks credibiity. Though the speech also included other topics, most of it dealt with
what Beasley wants to do for the
state's primary school system, aide
Ginny Wolfe said Tuesday.
"We've seen a large number of
high-paying jobs created in this state
in the past year. We've got to have
our students ready for those jobs,"
Wolfe said.
Beasley's executive budget for the
fiscal year beginning July 1 includes
$20 million in additional spending to
link classrooms to satellite technologyThe govenor gave a demonstration
during his speech, Wolfe said. House
Minority Leader Jim Hodges, DLancaster, questioned Beasley's
interest in education because the governor supported House plans last year
to take $30 million away from

"We've seen a large number of
high-paying jobs created in this
state in the past year. We've got
to have students ready for
those jobs."

■ Ginny Wolfe
Beasley's aide

Education Improvement Act programs.
"It's hard to one year call people
in education 'bureaucrats' and fashion yourself a champion of education
the next year. People just don't buy
that."
Senate Majority Leader John
Land, D-Manning, said he welcomed
Beasley's emphasis, but added, "it's
going to be quite a turnabout."
Kathy Fields-Cauthen, director of
the
Palmetto
State
Teachers

Association, said her group was disappointed in the GOP education
moves last year but was looking forward to Beasley's push.
"The governor has all along said
he wants to put families first. We
think that includes children, and we
hope this year he will do that,"
Fields-Cauthen said.
The Legislature eventually rejected the House plan in part because an
improved economy gave lawmakers
more new tax dollars to spend.
Beasley campaigned in 1994 on a
theme of pushing change at the
Statehouse, but he wanted to remind
South Carolinians of what does not
need changing, Wolfe said.
"We have an awful lot to be proud
of in this state, and he's not just talking about what he's done. He's speaking of people who make up the
state," Wolfe said.
Because the Statehouse is under
renovation, Beasley spoke at the
Koger Center for the Performing
Arts. About 1,800 tickets were
reserved for the public already are
gone.

S.C. begins fine tuning education
ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) - Members of a committee
tormed to improve higher education in South Carolina said
Tuesday their report, due next week, will show the fastest
most efficient way to accomplish that goal.
"Coming in, I was somewhat skeptical as to what we
could accomplish," said Austin Gilbert, a panelist and
member of the state Commission on Higher Education But
now he calls the study committee "a real positive thing."
Gilbert said he was surprised at the common ground
members found and the progress they have made.
The 12-member panel, which consists of lawmakers
higher education officials and a businessman, has concentrated on setting criteria for academic quality. Such things
as a professor's credentials, courses offered and class size
will determine a college's success, the panel says.
Once the criteria were approved, the committee began
deciding who would evaluate whether a school achieved its
goals.
It appears the commission, which will be reorganized
this summer, will oversee the evaluations.
"CHE has done a good job, but they didn't have all this

authority," said panelist Buck Mickel, a former Clemson
University trustee.
Although the panel's report is due Feb. 1 and a revised
draft will be available to the group Jan. 31, committee
Chairman Nikki Setzler said the final version may not be
done until Feb. 6.
"I think our colleagues in the House and Senate will
understand [if the report is a little late]," said state Rep
Ronald Townsend, D-Anderson.
Roger Whaley, executive vice president of Nationsbank
of South Carolina, said he was pleased with what the committee has accomplished.
"[This panel] is putting a process in place at a very high
level," Whaley said.
*
Whaley said the new authority given to the commission
and the criteria, which will help determine how much funding a college receives, will be the most important recommendations.
"This will be done on a fast track," said Setzler, D-West
Columbia, and chairman of the Senate Education
Committee. "The General Assembly wants to change the
system."
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Student loan default
rate drops
WASHINGTON (AP) - The student loan default rate has dropped
sharply and government collection
efforts have cut net-default costs by
more than two-thirds since 1992,
Education Secretary Richard Riley
said Monday.
"These numbers reflect real and
substantial progress," Riley said.
"They are the product of several
aggressive management decisions
that were intended to get the default
problem under control."
The rate of borrowers defaulting
on student loans dropped to 11.6
percent in fiscal 1993, the latest
year for which figures are available.
That was the lowest rate since
official default rate reporting began
in 1988.

University building
evacuated due to
deadly gas
PITTSBURGH (AP) - A rotten
egg-like stench coming from a
Carnegie Mellon University laboratory Monday disclosed a leaking
cylinder of deadly gas.
After an evacuation of the building, hazardous materials crew members removed three cylinders of
hydrogen sulfide from a fourthfloor laboratory at Wean Hall, a science building.
Five people were admitted to the
University of Pittsburgh Medical
Center for observation after complaining of throat irritation. They
were released a short time later.

Death row inmate
awarded Goddard
diploma
PLAINFIELD, Vt. (AP) - A celebrated black journalist sentenced
to die for killing a Philadelphia
police officer has been awarded a
diploma from a small liberal arts
college in Vermont.
Two sons of Mumia Abu-Jamal,
41, accepted the bachelor of arts
degree in psychology on Sunday on
behalf of their father, whose case
has garnered worldwide attention,
Abu-Jamal was convicted of the
December 1981 shooting death of
Philadelphia police officer
Abu-Jamal's case has received
heavy media attention and many
groups and celebrities have taken up
his cause.

Notre Dame researchers
search for 'next wave' in
computer chips
SOUTH BEND, Ind.-Sometime
very early in the next century, the
ever-shrinking transistorized silicon
computer chip will finally reach the
physical limitations of compression.
"By 2010, we're talking about
computer chips as small as 0.07
microns. That's about the end of the
road as far as anybody can see as far
as transistors," said Craig Lent,
associate professor of electrical
engineering at the University of
Notre Dame..
No one is saying that the computer revolution will suddenly hit a
wall and come to a halt, but some
new technology is needed to fuel
computer advances in the next century.
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University markets
economical tobacco

Student arrested
for marijuana

Cross breeding foreign tobacco plants
keeps CU 263 healthy, insect free

Jonathan Allen Babinchak
was arrested in Johnstone for
simple possession of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia and possession of
alcohol by a person under 21
on Jan. 20. Babinchak,
according to reports, was
under the influence of alcohol at the time of the incident.
"A towel was put at the
base of the
door," said
Chief
Lo n n i e
Saxon.
"The offic
e
r
s mel 1 ed
the marijuana and
made the arrest."

TARA DUNCAN

staff writer

The
South
Carolina
Agricultural
Experiment
Station at the University has
announced its decision to market a new variety of tobacco.
This tobacco, called CU 263,
was developed by researchers
at the station's Pee Dee
Research and Education Center
in Florence, S.C. It is the first
pest-resistant tobacco variety
to be released in the United
States.
According to Ben Kittrell,
director of the research center,
the tobacco is "a typical flucured variety that has high
yield, a good quality and a
moderate resistance to budworm, an insect that farmers
confront every year." The
development is the result of an
ongoing project that began in
1976.
The project, headed by
entomologist
Albert
W.
Johnson, involved studying the
basic biology of pests and their
effects on plants.
Researchers discovered that
some types of foreign tobacco
contain
naturally-occurring
chemicals that increase the

plant's resistance to damage
caused by insects and other
pests. Foreign tobacco containing the pest-resistant chemicals
were then crossed with the
usual flu-cured variety for several generations to produce CU
263.
CU 263 has been tested at
the University and in five
states and has proven not only
to resist the tobacco budworm,
but also to produce both highyield and high-quality tobacco.
The variety's resistance to the
pest will prove beneficial to the
farmer and the environment as
less applications of pesticide
will
be
necessary.
The
Agricultural
Experiment
Station is currently seeking a
variety protection, which is
similar to a patent, under the
1994 Amended Plant Variety
Protection Act.
Golden
Leaf
Seed
Company of Hartsville, S.C.
has been selected to develop,
process and market CU 263.
"Our primary concern is to
get the technology that we
have developed into the hands
of the farmers in the most efficient and effective way," said
James R. Fischer, director of

the South Carolina Agricultural
Experiment Station.
According to both Kittrell
and Fischer, Golden Leaf,
which is the world's leading
supplier of tobacco seed, will
be better able to advertise and
market the product, thus
increasing its probability of
success.
The Pee Dee Research and
Education Center is in the
process of developing greater
varieties of pest-resistant
tobacco, including plants resistant to aphids and hornworms.
Such varieties, according to
Kittrell, will result in a safer
environment as less chemicals
will be put into the ground.
Tobacco products will also be
safer because there will be no
questionable residues on the
leaves. There will also be an
economic advantage to the
grower, as the purchase of
chemicals and equipment to
apply them will be eliminated.
Clemson will receive a percentage of all sales of CU 263
and future pest-resistant tobacco varieties they develop. This
money will be used to fund further agricultural research
endeavors by the University.

J. PATTON
assistant news editor

JENNIFER

Employee charged
with simple assault
and battery
A University employee,
Diane Holliday Jackson, was
charged with simple assault
and battery in an altercation
with Catherine Kelly.
"There was a confrontation between Ms. Jackson
and Ms. Kelly where Jackson
assaulted Kelly," said Saxon.
"A jury trial was held and
Jackson was found guilty and
charged $304."
Kelly believes that she

was fired because of the incident.
Jackson claims that Kelly
was fired for failing to do her
job. Kelly filed a grievance
through the University but it
was denied.

Unidetified man
assaults female
student
A female student was
assaulted
on Jan. 21,
while
walking
down
McMillian
Road.
A
male susp e c t
approached
her from behind.
"The student went to bed,
woke up and decided to go
for a walk at two in the morning," said Saxon.
The student could not
identify the suspect.

Hit and run
A student was hit by a car
while riding her bike on
McMillian Road.
"The student was hit by a
car while riding her bike,"
said Saxon. "There was $200
worth of damage done to the
bike." Neither the driver or
the car involved in the accident has been identified.

The Tiger's Boar
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Events

•The Minority Council is
sponsoring Black. History Month
in February. To start off the
month of events. Feb. 1. at
7:30PM. the Council is
sponsoring a "Black. Unity"' forum
in Vickery Hall.
•January 31.1996. marks Student
Government' s 1 st annual
Internship Career Day. It will be
held in Palmetto Ballroom from
IOAM-2PM. A list of all
companies attending and student
information sheets are available in
Student Government and at the
Career Center. Over AS companies
will be attending. All students are
welcome.
•Interviews for the Finance
Committee will be held Jan. 30.
S-T:30PM. Jan. 31, 5:307:30PM, and Feb. 1. 6-7:30PM.
Sign up in the Student
Government Lobby if you are
interested.
•Student Basketball Ticket
Information: If available, student
tickets will be distributed an hour
and a half before each game at gate
6 of Littlejohn Coliseum.
Saturday it is the Tigers vs. NC
State at 12PM and Tuesday the
Tigers vs. Georgia Tech. Please
support Tiger Basketball.
•Clean Sweep is coming! Friday,
March 29. beginning at g.OOAJML
Loolc for more information in The
Tiger and around campus.

Announcements

Get Involved!
Anyone interested
in running for Student
Senate, Vice-President
or President, should
attend an informational
meeting on Feb. 6 at
7PM, in the Student
Government Lobby.
This is your chance to
make a difference.

Advising
Award
Student Government
is sponsoring an
"Advising Award". By
filling out a nomination
form, your advisor
could be recognized by
receiving this award.
Forms are located in
the Student Government
Office and are due Feb.
9th.

•Organizations: If you will be
eligible for funding. Budget
Request forms will be in your
Student Government boxes Jan.
3 I. Forms will be due by Feb. 13
to the Student Government Office.
To help you fill out your forms.
there will be a Treasurer's
Workshop on Wed. Feb. 7. at V9:30PM in Bracked Auditorium.
Hearings for funding -will begin in
the middle of February.
•Organizations: Please check the
organizational book before getting
your mail. All box numbers have
changed.

Funding for Higher
Education
Monday Jan. 22. 1996. Student
Government Representatives went
to the Anderson County
Legislative Delegation to lobby
for funding. We are also planning
to attend a meeting of the Oconee
County Legislative Delegation. In
early February, -we are planning to
make a trip to the State House in
Columbia to lobby. If you are
interested in going contact the
SGA office.

QUESTIONS OR ANY CONCERNS?????
"We are located in the Union Plaza next to Harcombe
Our phone number is 656-2195.
"We welcome any suggestions and student help.
There are many -ways to get involved.
Look for constituency tables
in the loggia twice a month.

ACLEMSOt
\\ MSTOFFt

JOEL MOSS
advertising manager

Sleep
deprivation
Fellow academic comrades, lend
me your ears. I fear a top-secret
organization whose complexities and precision can only be found
in higher education is deeply
entrenched in Clemson.
This underground subculture of
IQ has an organization called
NOPASS.
This ■ stands . for
National
Organization of Professprs Against
Student Sleep.
I hope someone out there has seen
proof of this organization. Possibly
one of your professors has dropped
his membership card or left behind
some correspondence.
If anyone is brave enough, please
help with my quest and forward it to
The Tiger.
I believe NOPASS is made up of
thousands of professors all over the
world.
It appears they have developed a
form of higher communication that
has eluded all of my detective work.
This enterprise of pain and stress
inflicts its mental anguish on thousands of students nightly.
Some of this organization's more
obvious and damaging strategies are
clear when pointed out.
You can see evidence of it year
after year in many of your professors.
Is it just by chance that all of our
papers and tests conveniently fall
within the same two days about every
three weeks?
I believe not! It would be impossible to keep up the consistency and
frequency of this event without a
mass consorted effort.
You know you have fallen victim
when you spend all night on mathematical problems that have mistakes
in the book or when you are told the
next day, "Well, we had not covered
enough material to do me entire problem."
They have far too many tricks to
cover in one article.
However, if you have not slept
much in the last few days, take a hard
look, and it will all become clear.
If anyone has found any leads
please help in my search to reveal the
truth.
You can write to The Tiger with
your suggestions and proof that this
insidious group exists.
If any professors would dare
betray the others involved in this
underground network, your family
and your secret will be safe with me.

Editorial
Pseudo post office
Through rain, sleet or snow? Not
here at the Clemson University pseudopost office. It is not an actual federal
post office but an incredible simulation.
While, students pay $28 a year for
their post office box (a service provided
at no cost by many universities), what
they receive in return is a substandard
imitation post office with many shortcomings.
Service at the post office is notoriously slow. Expecting something sent
on Tuesday? Ideally it should reach
your box on Thursday. At Clemson,
with a little luck, you might receive it
on Friday.
Of course, if you are not lucky
enough to get it on Friday, you will have
to cross your fingers for Monday. Why?
Because unlike most post offices, the
on-campus mailroom is not open for
business on Saturday.
That is not the only time that the
University post office is closed when
others are open. The post office is
closed at the early hour of 4 p.m., a halfhour earlier than it closed last year.

Most federal post offices give people until 5 p.m. to conduct business.
That extra hour could be of great value
to students who have classes occupying
the greater part of their day.
The post office is also closed whenever the University is closed. That
means that when there is an inch of
snow on the ground and classes are canceled, students are unable to send mail,
pick up that day's mail or send packages.
There are other intangibles that
make the University post office an often
frustrating experience. Magazines often
appear in a box days after they should.
Horror stories abound, such as mangled
mail and magazines, along with bills
being delivered to boxes, long overdue.
The nature of mail often dictates
that prompt delivery of mail is essential. From magazines to record club
CDs, nobody wants to have to deal with
tardy mail.
Sometimes, after a vacation or an
extended absence, a patron of the campus post office will find his box

Our Position:
The post office does
not adequately serve
the student body's
needs.

crammed with a week's worth of mail.
The result is an armful of crushed, torn
mail, usually mixed in with piles of
compacted junk mail.
The main problem is that many
Clemson students, those who reside in
on-campus housing, have no other
option, unless they want to walk downtown to get their daily mail. Students
need a mailbox, so they are forced to
buy a box.
The post office seems unresponsive
to students' needs. As mentioned earlier, the hours are actually shorter this
year. There is also no clear way for students to offer feedback to those who run
the post office. There are no complaint
or suggestion boxes, like at Harcombe.
There are no signs outlining ways to let
management know of problems.
Students are left feeling helpless.
Every student needs a mailbox, and
the University post office supplies the
service. However, compared to its federal big brother on College Avenue, the
on-campus post office offers sub-par
value for the money.

The opinions expressed in the lead editorial are written by the editorial editor and represent the
majority view of The Tiger senior staff. In representing the majority view, the lead editorial may not
represent the individual view of any particular member.
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Letters to the Editor
'Real Tigers eat more beef
To the editor:
In the Tuesday, Jan. 23 issue of The
Tiger, Mr. James Griffin advocated
what essentially constitutes a boycott of
the beef industry.
Mr. Griffin's arguments are invalid.
He advises to "simply not buy a hamburger" in protest of legislators. As the
daughter of a farmer, I find his shortsighted argument offensive.
None of the farmers I know are legislators. Most are ordinary, hard-working Americans.
Mr. Griffin cites the issue of grazing
on public lands as a second reason to
oppose the beef industry. Although
grazing on public lands is a fact of life
in western states, it is absent entirely
from other areas of the country. Would
Mr. Griffin have all beef farmers in
other states go bankrupt in protest of a
practice by a select group?
Given the current slump in the market value of beef, any further stress on
the beef industry will send even more
farmers out of work. Should the liveli-

hood of many be sacrificed in a failed
attempt to harm politicians?
Support the beef industry...go ahead
and enjoy that hamburger! After all, real
Tigers eat more beef.
Julie Adams
JEAdams@clemson.edu

Capitalistic
control
To the editor:
The wealthy capitalist upper-class
have two goals: to make money and to
keep the people under control.
The more they control the people,
the more money they make. Therefore,
they want to control you, your family,
community, schools and churches. They
want to control what you read, see and
hear, who you associate with and how
you vote.

Speaking Out
Question: What do you think about the
VJlZlS'v
campus post office?

They do not want you to know that
they already control the U.S. presidency, the government, the Republican and
Democratic parties, the mass media, the
military, the courts, the stock market,
most private property, all major corporations, and 70 percent of the national
wealth.
They want you to be educated into
the doctrines that will serve the interests of private power, and to believe
that your life will be a miserable failure
if you do not kiss up to power; because
you will have no home, no family, no
careers, no credit cards.
They want to continue to keep you
passive, distracted, marginalized and
obedient, sitting quietly in front of the
television while product advertisements
are drilled into your mind.
The rich upper class needs to keep
people fragmented and divided. They
want whites fighting with blacks, men
fighting with women, the employed
fighting with the unemployed.
Keep the pot stirred. Keep the tension level up. Keep the people off balance. Divide. Conquer. Control.
From the standpoint of the capitalist
elite, you're just a slave put here to
work for them, to be used by them. You
do everything and they have everything.
Without you, the rich are just another ordinary group of poor people. But
with your servitude, they become the
-Midusl-felitelsV the patrons'" ofothe iaifts,
rulers offttfe'CSuntry.
on JB
Enough of this!
Students! Workers! Prepare to seize
democratic control over the entire U.S.
economic system, giving our society
both political and economic democracy.
Write: New Union Party, Box 1075,
Durango, CO 81302 (free info.).
John Cusella
1401 E. 3rd Ave. #305

Eric Dakake
Political Science
sophomore
We need one in Lightsey
Bridge. They've been all
right this semester, but
they need to monitor the
junk mail.

Demetria Dais
Nursing
senior
Thusy work very hard, but
they need to speed up
putting mail in my mailbox.

Laura Share
Marketing
freshman
I don't like it. It's too far

Jay O'Del
Food Science
freshman
They are very sufficient in
distributing the mail on
time.

Allison Kaylor
Health Science
freshman
They're slack!
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Letters policy: Letters to the
Editor are subject to editing for space
and style. Anonymous letters will not
be published. Name and phone number should be included. Letters must
be typed and sent to:
Letters to the Editor
The Tiger
P.O. Box 2097, Clemson, SC 29632
E-Mail: tiger@hubcap.clemson.edu
Fax: 864-656-4772

LEVI NAYMAN

editorial editor

Damaging
behavior
Somewhere around the MasonDixon line, the line between
personal freedom and behavior
damaging to others becomes blurred.
I am referring to the South's view
on smoking, which seems to be to
treat smokers and non-smokers in a
"separate but equal" vein.
Sit down to eat at Applebee's
and, if you are lucky enough to snag
a non-smoking table (of which there
are far too few), you may receive an
unhealthy dose of smoke from a
nearby smoking section.
Unlike up North, where good
taste (and more often now, the law)
dictates that the smoking section is
small and out of everyone's way,
down here it is the exact opposite.
The smoking section is usually
about the same size as the nonsmoking section, and little care ever
seems to be exercised to make sure
the section will not interfere with
non-smokers' right to breathe.
In the South, fast food restaurants are slow to ban smoking. Fast
food places are especially wanting
for a ban because of their generally
small size. The dining room is usually just that, a room. Yet most of
ClefnT&)n's''($nd South Carolina's)
fast food^estaurants either don't
have a non-smoking section or have
one sharing the same air as the
smoking section.
It is about time that the South
learned that the best way to get people to stop smoking is to make them
feel like obtrusive jerks.
Up North, smokers are crowded
into a separate room so they can feel
free to soil each other's dinners, not
those of people who prefer their
steak without nicotine.
Most fast food places have outright banned smoking, to get rid of
obnoxious teenagers as well as to rid
the place of smoke.
In Washington, D.C., the streets
are littered with smokers, especially
around lunchtime, because most
office buildings have outlawed
smoking.
In America, you should be able
to do whatever you want to your
own body. That right, however,
should not extend to harming others.
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4.0 GPR mechanical
engineer dies
continued from 1A
There was another service
held Sunday at Tillman Hall
where some of Gadi's friends
gathered in remembrance.
Many people spoke of him,
including President Curris.
"I want to thank everyone
who came to the services,"
said Singh. "I feel that
Clemson is a very caring university and community. I wish
he could have known how
many people would come to
his funeral."
Gadi was born in Madras,
India, where he was raised by
his aunt.
After receiving a bachelor
of arts degree in mechanical
engineering
at
Anna
University, he left India and
went on to the University of
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Southern Florida, where he
received a master's degree in
mechanical engineering.
In May, he would have
received a Ph.D in mechanical engineering and graduated
with a 4.0 GPR.
He was also the president
and one of the charter members of Spicmacay, a group of
international students that
organizes cultural programs
and promotes awareness of
different Indian art forms.
Neeraj Ahuja, Gadi's best
friend, is also an international
student and sympathizes with
Gadi's situation.
"Being an international
student by itself is a totally
different thing," said Ahuja.
"People here should be more
sensitive to our feelings."
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of geography ev*r<f
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LTD
UPDATED TRADITIONAL CLOTHIERS

380 College Avenue

Writing Center hours:
Monday-Thursday: 10-4
Friday: 10-3

Clemson, South Carolina 29631
803 / 654-4484

212 Daniel Hall

IT'S SALE

Writing Center

DOWNTOWN
CLEMSON
Hours: 10-6
Mon.-Sat.

We Do ALL Your Tuxedo Needs
RENTALS & SALES

Call for an appointment!

656-3280

212 Daniel Hall
Writing Center Hours:
Monday-Thursday 10-4
Friday 10-3

PHI SIGMA PI
NATIONAL HONOR FRATERNITY

RUSH EVENTS
TUESDAY. JANUARY W MEET THE
CHAPTER: 8:00 PM EDWARDS HALL LOUNGE
(NURSING BUILDING). PROFESSIONAL
DRESS. REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED.
WEDNF.SnAY. JANT JARY T1 BILLIARDS.
8:00 PM UNIVERSITY GAMES AREA. CASUAL
DRESS.
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 1- FINAL RUSH
PARTY: 8:00 PM BASEMENT OF HOLMES.
PROFESSIONAL DRESS. REFRESHMENTS
WILL BE SERVED.

COME JOIN US FOR SOME FUN!
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Students can see a Writing Center tutor at any
stage in the writing process, from invention and
organization to documentation and grammar.
Please call 656-3280 for an appointment!

CLHC
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Stressed over writing?

The Writing Center

I

♦ SPRING COUNSELING GROUPS ♦
Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) will offer the foSowing counseling groups this semester.
Groups are a safe and supportive place to team and try out new behaviors as well t* get feedback from others.
The groups meet weekly and wW be scheduled at times that accommodate Interested participants' schedules.
Space In some groups is limited; caH 650-2451 for more Information and to reserve your place. All counseling
groups are free of charge end strictly confidential.
Q

ACGA Support Group. Support group for adult children of alcoholics—students who have grown up in
families with an alcoholic parent or family member. TBA.

□

ADD/LO Support Group. Emphasis Is on providing support and coping skills training for students with
an attention deficit or learning disability. TBA.

Q

Depression Support Group. Feeling sad and empty? Having trouble sleeping or experiencing a loss
of energy? Self esteem and confidence poor? This support group is for persons Interested In learning
about coping with depression. Thursdays. 2:30 - 3:30 PM.

Q

Eating Disorders Support Group. Support and guidance for students struggling with eating too much
and purging, or eating too little. Two Groups: Wednesdays 1:30 -31 Thursdays 4 - 8:30 PM.

Q

Gay/Lesbian Support Group. Group promotes exploring relationship Issues In the context of an
alternative sexual orientation as wel as coping with a predominantly straight college environment.
Tuesdays. 3 - 4:30 PM.

Q

Graduate Student Counseling Group. Employs group process to increase self-awareness, enhance
problem-solving, and provide support. TBA.

□

Stress Management Group, team techniques useful for Improved relaxation, stress control, and paki
reduction.* Group will use meditation. Yoga, self-awareness, and group process strategies to help
participants' improve coping skills. TBA.

Q

Relationship Support Group. Learn to Improve relationship and social skills In a safe and
supportive environment. Wednesdays. 2 - 3:30 PM.

□

Self Awareness and Self Management Group. A group to assist participants maintain an alcohol
and drug free lifestyle through better understanding of their thoughts, feelings, and behaviors.
TBA.

Q

Study Skills Group. For students who want to improve study skins (time budgeting, note-taking,
effective reading, etc.) and to provide mutual support for academic success. TBA.

Q

Survival Skills Group. Designed to assist minority students develop critical survival strategies and to
enhance success at Clemson University. TBA.

Q

Survivors of Sexual Trauma. Support and recovery for female students who have been sexually
abused, molested, or raped as a child or aduts. Screening Interview required. Two groups: Mondays,
11 - 12:30 and Wednesdays. 3:30 - 5.
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'1 Post office complies
with complaints
continued from 1A
package, and have to wait until
that Monday to pick it up."
The University post office
is not a federal post office;
therefore, it does not follow
some of the regulations that
normal post offices would
have to follow.
"The federal post office
loses control as soon as the
mail enters the back door,"
said Wilder, "but we do have
to abide to federal rules and
regulations with regards to
handling the mail, sending and
receiving packages."
The post office has to close
at four due to certain federal
regulations.
"Even though we have to
close the main office at four,"
said Wilder, "the package
pick-up stays open to five, and
Me have vending machines for
stamps and books of stamps."
The way that the post
office handles the packages
and letters has some students
in an uproar.

"A package was sent to me
in the mail, and by the time
that I got it, it was all crumpled up," said Amanda King,
freshman majoring in pre-vet.
"Luckily nothing but the
package was damaged and not
the contents."
Many students find that
their boxes are over-stuffed
and most of their mail gets
damaged when they try to pull
it out of the boxes. Wilder and
the other employees are working hard to try to correct this
problem.
"When the box starts to get
full, the employees are supposed to pull out the excess
mail and place an over-flow
card into the box, letting the
students know that they can
pick up their extra mail at the
front desk," said Wilder.
"Some of the new employees are not aware of what to do
with the over-flow problem. I
am planning a meeting sometime this week to try to correct
the problem."
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great scores...
STUDENT ALUMNI COUNCIL
The Link Between Students and Alumni"
Kaplan helps you focus your
Seating is limited.
MCAT studies and build your
confidence, so you can get
Time is
a higher score.
running out.
Classes begin February 3 on the
Clemson campus.

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST
get a higher score

KAPLAN
FOR ONLY s£10
INTERNET ACCESS - E-MAIL
FTP/TELNET - NEWSGROUPS
PERSONAL WEB PAGE -IRC
CD-ROMS • GAME CONNECTION

STUDENT ALUMNI COUNCIL
You arc invited to join us for an informational meeting for all students interested in
learning more about SAC.

Sunday, February 4
Alumni Center
7:30 PM
All students interested in becoming a member are encouraged to attend this important
informational meeting!
Membership in Student Alumni Council offers you the opportunity to participate in
these campus-wide programs, to develop public.relations skills, to meet Clemson
alumni and campus administrators, and to participate in many social events.
Welcome Back Festival

Parent's Weekend

Senior Pig Pickin*

Senior Gift

Master Teacher Award

Career Luncheons

Student Alumni Council is open to all undergraduate students at Clemson. Join the
organization that makes a difference on campus.
Please call the Student Alumni Council in the Alumni Center at 656-2345 if you have
any questions or need more information.

BBS- 882-2NET

Voice: 985-1225
http://www.x-net.net/
Got FREE software In Clemson at Computsr
vice & Sales. Inc. The Navsstand. & Competitive
Comjgutlng^^r^eneca^1^&dvaneec^leet£onlc«^
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Professor finds ample time
for students and directing

Police recover
stolen teeth
PATERSON, N.J. (AP) When police solved the robbery, William Wolfe was
thrilled: He could eat solid
food again.
Wolfe had his dentures
stolen after he was punched
in the face during the blizzard that slammed into New
Jersey earlier this month,
police said.
"I was lucky to get them
back," Wolfe, 80, said of his
$500 false teeth. "I've been
eating soft food."
Paterson
detectives
arrested Gertrude Williams,
a 31-year-old convicted
prostitute, on a street corner
here four days after the robbery and charged her with
stealing the teeth, police
said.

Man says he
robbed five banks
to help poor and
downtrodden
SAN ANTONIO (AP) - A
retired insurance agent and
church elder has been sentenced to 51 months in
prison for committing five
bank robberies he said were
pulled to help the poor and
downtrodden.
"I would never have done
such a thing except that
helping people became an
addiction,"
71-year-old

Karlton Halbert told U.S.
District Judge Fred Biery
during a court hearing
Monday to determine his
punishment.
He recalled assisting
three sisters who together
had 15 children, saying he
took them sacks of kids'
clothing because they were
poor and needed help.
"Somehow, I came to
rationalize that it would be
OK [to rob banks]," said
Halbert, who pleaded guilty
last year to one charge of
unarmed bank robbery.
In return for Halbert's
plea, federal prosecutors
dropped charges that he
robbed four other banks in
San Antonio and Austin over
a 15-month-period in 1993
and 1994.

CANCTJN SPRING
FUNG
IN FULLY FURNISHED CONDO ON THE
MEDITERRANEAN; POOL TENNIS,
RESTAURANT, TIKI BAR ON SITE.
BEAUTIFUL PRISTINE WHITE BEACH,
DISCO'S OPEN UNTIL 6 AM AND
MORE PRIVATELY OWNED CONDOS IN
COMPLEX WITH FULL SECURITY.
PACKAGE IS 4 NIGHTS, 5 DAYS
INCLUDING R/T AIR FROM ATLANTA +
TOTAL $695 BASED ON DBL. OCC.
CALL GATEWAY SERVICES
800-767-9631
803-467-9551
9-5 M-F
AFTER HOURS, LEAVE MESSAGE ON
VOICE MAIL

Live classes begin
February 12 in
Greenville, SC.

CES*

No other
company even
tries to do what
we do for the DAT.

1-800-KAP-TEST
^3 higher score
?p A f% ■ V ■|
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continued from 1A
of the Clemson Players and
the National Honorary
Theater Fraternity. He is also
involved with the new film
club on campus.
"I'm a hybrid person in a
lot of ways because I have a
real interest in literature,
which crosses over to an
interest in writing," said
Charney. "I also enjoy theater
and film."
Ray Sawyer, professor of
theater, does most of the play
writing centered around the

Brooks Center, according to
Charney.
"Clemson has a talented
performing arts faculty that
produces some really first-rate
stuff," said Charney. "It is a
pleasure to work with people
like Ray Sawyer, Chip Egan
and Wendy Overly."
Between his teaching and
directing, it would seem that
Charney would not have
enough time to take on other
tasks, but that is not the case.
He has also collaborated
with his wife, who writes ado-

lescent literature, on a script
entitled Best Man.
It took three years to film
due to a cast of 90 people but
offered valuable time for
Charney behind the camera.
This talented professor has
already directed 10 plays,
including The Grapes of
Wrath and Landscape of a
Body.
He encourages students
who might be interested in
film to contact him with any
questions they might have.

COLLEGE AND

UNDERGRADUATE
SCHOLARSHIP/
RESEARCH PROGRAM
Awards up to $2,500
NASA
The South Carolina Space Grant Consortium offers scholarships and research
stipends to college students with an interest in an aerospace related field.
Areas of interest include, but are not limited to, the basic sciences, science
education, astronomy, planetary science, environmental studies, engineering,
fine arts, and journalism. We encourage women and minorities to apply.
The application deadline is March 1,1996.
If you are interested in receiving an application packet or would like to
learn more about the program please contact:
Ms. Pamela Hawthorne
242 Fluor Daniel Building

Clemson University
Clemson, SC 29634

(803) 656-3470
fax (803) 656-4435

An affirmative action / Equal opportunity institution

BECAUSE THEY ACE LOCKING ECU YCL!

Nominate your advisor for
the advising award.

SURVEY RESTJITS:

Forms due February 9th in
the Student Government Office.

•$1.8 million in student discretionary income spent monthly
•Your ad will reach 16,000 students, 4000 staff and faculty
•20,000 copies biweekly
ADVERTISING HOT LINE: 803-656-2167
*lst time advertisers receive choice of a 15% discount or free spot color on 1st ad*
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Clemson's Guide to Entertainment & the Arts
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The Southern Film
Circuit returns with

see page 4B.
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Is all of this necessary?
Mark Kreitz
layout coordinator
When you sit in that calc II
class or as you drift off to
another world in Spanish, do
you ever stop to wonder what the hell
you are doing?
Has it ever crossed anyone's mind
that a lot of time is being wasted as the
puddle of drool drips off your desk?
Students pay an exorbitant amount of
money to get 50 minutes of back torture as they fall asleep in class. Think
of the amount of hotel rooms and comfortable beds this could amount to. The
point is, if time is money, then the
average student is in some serious debt
(not even speaking about loans).
If anyone has had a summer job or
an internship worth anything, then that
person knows what to expect in the
"real world," as parents like to call it.
This same person has seen what his
boss or mentor knows and realizes that
what he/she needs to know in order to
perform the necessary tasks. Then, this
person realizes that a college education
is also necessary. Bummer. Okay, you
say to yourself, what's another four
years? The first problem is that
almost no one gets a four-year
degree in four years. Well, that is if
you are not a PRTM major, anyway.
The next fundamental problem
is that for the first two years, and
possibly even three years of teaching and learning, the average student does not learn anything he/she
is going to use in the "real world."
Honestly, how many hours and

Editor In Chief
Greg Schmidt
Managing Editor
David Baker
Time Out Editor
Open
Assistant Editor
Open
Layout Coordinator
David Baker
Advertising
656-1753
656-2167

how much money is being wasted by
potentially worthless classes?
Especially such classes deemed as
"core curriculum" that all students must
take and pass to achieve the wellroundedness that the University
requires.
What exactly is the point of being
well-rounded, anyway? Once a company hires you, they give you very specified and exacting training to do one or
two jobs at the most. They don't care
how well-rounded you are at this point.
This contradicts what you are taught in
college.
The major point here is that the
next time you pass out in class because
some anal professor is regurgitating the
text from the chapter you already read,
ask yourself why. Why are you here
getting that college education that is
costing you in the neighborhood of
$75,000? Is college that necessary to
you? It wasn't for such millionaires as
Dave Thomas, founder of Wendy's, Bill
Gates, founder of Microsoft or for the
founders of Apple/Macintosh
Company. For that matter, Einstein,
one of the greatest minds that ever
lived, never even made it out of high
school. Go figure that one out.
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THE WRITING
CENTER

Review CDs for Time Out and get paid!

Open to all Clemson
students!
212 Daniel Hall
Call 656-3280 for an
appointment!

Call Dave at 656-0986 for more info.
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Calendar Listings
656-0986
eMail address
timeout® hubcap.
clemson.edu

-Jack Powell
Salisbury, MD
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On the cover:
films from the Southern Circuit
Film Series

Jack Powell is one of (lie Me answers to

Cover photos courtesy of:
Mark Charney

America. And because ffiere are more peo-

the big problems facing every community in

you have to do is something. Do anything.
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Do something good. Feel something real.

Ji
S.C.

SEA GRANT

CONSORTIUM

South Carolina

ple than problems, things will get done. Ml

The Tiger

$7,000 Award

The Kathryn Sullivan Woman in Science and Engineering Fellowship is jointly
sponsored by the SC Space Grant Consortium and the SC Sea Grant
Consortium. It will be awarded annually to a woman studying either science
or engineering and who is a rising senior at a university in South Carolina.
The application deadline is March 1,1996.
If you are interested in receiving an application packet or would like to
learn more about the fellowship please contact:
Ms. Pamela Hawthorne
242 Fluor Daniel Building

Clemson University
Clemson, SC 29634

(803) 656-3470
fax (803) 656-4435

An affirmative action / Equal opportunity institution
2B
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Qlidaif, flan. 26
• DSF Earthcorps at
Backstreets.
• Seven Miles at TD's.
• Bad Creek Band at
McP's.
• Root Doctors at The
Griffin in Greenwood.
• Steve Watson Band at
The Handlebar in
Greenville. Call 864-2336173.
• Amherst Saxophone
Quartet at the Peace
Center in Greenville. 8
p.m. $20. Call 467-3000.
• Big Stoner Creek with
C-Street Hillbillies at
Nighttimes in Greenville.

COMPACT DISCS AND TAPES
OUR LISTENERS' TOP MUSIC CHOICES
FOR THIS WEEK:
1. GOLDEN SMOO/Dom By the Old Mainstream
2. ALICE IN CHAINS/Alice in Chains
3. SON VOLT/Trace
4. SMASHING PUMPKINS/Mellon Collie
5. RUSTED ROOT/When Mwofce

rii
■

LISTED TOP 10. i
Fxpircs 2£M

i
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Saturday,, flan. 27

6. RANCID/And Our Come Hie Wo/ves
7. ALANIS MORISETTE/Jaoged Little Pill
8. FOR SOUIRRELS/Example
9. SIX STRING DRAG/S/x Sfrine Drao
10. BEATLES/Anthology Vol. 1

• Bad Creek Band at
McP's.
• The King's Singers at
the Peace Center in
Greenville. 8 p.m. Call
864-467-3000.
• Saffire at The Handlebar
in Greenville. Sold out.
• Root Doctors at Henni's

• OPENMonday-Friday 10 to 8
Saturday 10 to 6 Sunday 1:30 to 6
200 VICTORIA SQUARE
(on college ave. across from clemson post office)

654-4041

■ ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■rrm

r

in Greenville.
• George Jones with
Sammy Kershaw at the
Greenwood Civic Center.
<

J*t.eiAa4f.r flan. 30

• Jackopierce at
Nighttimes in Greenville.
IkwiAdatf,, Qel. 1
• The Chenille Sisters at
The Handlebar in
Greenville. Call 864-2336173 for info.
Qudcuf., Qel. 2
• Sourwood Honey at
Backstreets.
SatwiAaif., fyeA-. 3
• 38 Special at Characters
in Greenville. $12.50 and
$15.50. CA11 864-294-7041
for info.

Seneca Cinemas
Hwy 123 Seneca

Call 882-0000 For Showtimes

"Over 100 sandwiches because variety is the spice of life"

Feature schedule for: Friday, Jan. 26 - Thursday, Feb. 1, 1996
*Open for matinees Sat. & Sun. only!
♦Matinee discounts on all shows prior to 5pm. Seniors get $1.50 off every Mon. &
Tues. evening prices. Wed. & Thurs. - College I.D. Night
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Waiting To Exhak
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Need some
free time?
(Hi
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Tigertel Dial-1
THE LONG DISTANCE CALLING PLAN FOR OFF-CAMPUS LtVWG.

Bow can you find the peculation
QEBEBBip cf china so ycu can
vjrite your brilliant flflBEEBP
thesis so ycu can graduate college
so ycu can HKSEEBJi && "tiie
big-time jobt so you can aiiord
the white 8BSEEHQI P*cke*
ienee and the 2.5 children, ii your
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Southern Circuit brings fil
Showcases of award-winning films in Brooks Center some f'r
With directors on
hand to present their
works, students and
the surrounding community are able to
directly interact with
someone with experience in filmmaking.
DAVID FOLLARD

staff writer

W!

hat films cost less to
watch than those shown
at the Astro? Free Ones!
For 10 years the Southern
Circuit has brought to the South
the kind of limited budget films
usually showcased in New York
Filmmaker Deborah Hoffman will be showing her docume
and Los Angeles. This semester,
the Southern Film Circuit returns
Complaints of a Dutiful Daughter Monday, as part of the Soup
to Clemson bringing students free
Circuit Film Series. The Circuit allows small directors to gain expp
showings of award winning films
in the south, visiting eight cities on an 11 day tour.
and their directors to discuss the
making of their works.
Susan Leonard of the South Carolina
to balance out films for gender, but steer
When Billy Broke His Head...and other
Art Commission helped to start the
clear of political correctness barriers so
tales of wonder by Billy Golfus. Each of
Bill
Southern Circuit Films Series after she
they can choose what is best for
these documentaries have won numerous
in
realized there was no avenue for small
Clemson. Some films have included pup
awards. The first to be shown in the
directors to gain exposure in the south.
pets, adoption, computer animation and
series is the film by Hoffmann.
The film series visits eight cities on an
relationships.
Complaints of a Dutiful Daughter is
IT day tour, beginning in Raleigh, N.C.
Clemson is currently searching
and ending in Charlottesville, Va. The
for a film minor, and the
series showcases six films a year; three
University film club boast 65
each semester.
members who would like to direct
i
Mark Charney, Associate Professor
their own film. Charney feels that
of English and faculty sponsor, who,
students will benefit from the
along with Carol Ward, helped to bring
series because "it gives them somei
the film series to Clemson, feels that the
thing that no student at any other
students are lucky in that they have free
university gets: the opportunity to
admission into the films that are normaldirectly interact with someone who
ly $10 to view. This is due to the support
has experience with film making
that is received from the College of Art,
and someone who knows how to
Architecture and Humanities and the
get grants and how they can get
vending machine funds from across camstarted working in film and broad• Mark Cha
pus.
cast media." Even Atlanta is begin"The whole idea is that six directors
Associate Professor of Em ' iES
ning to get into showing the films.
come with their material to each
site...and they discuss their material,"
Upgrading
says Charney.
The committee is
"It gives students and interested peoseeking a better show
ple some background in how films are
room due, to the limited
made, what the production is, where to
space in the building cur
get their grant money, and what ideas
rently being used.
CLOSEOUTS, OVER-STOCKS, ETC. - ALL SALES FINAL'
they had and a wide variety of subjects."
Charney feels that space
CHOOSE FROM THESE
a
WORK &
is a problem because
HUNTING BOOTS
BRAND NAMES!
Selection process
rooms currently hold
.OVER 20 STYLES
Each film must go through a seleconly about one hundred
tion process that includes a screening by
bs^^ OVER 200 PAIR
and fifty people, but
a committee. The committee watches
Clemson has over four
ffHBF
parts of each film, and then they deterUSA
hundred who show up to
mine which six films they would like to
see the films.
SURnVDRS- K-SWISS
be shown. "Each site has an agenda, and
A lot of well known
you sort of fight for which films and
directors are trying to get
filmmakers you want to come," said
in on the circuit now
Charney. It takes about three days for the
since it has garnered
process gets to the final stage of voting.
MEN'S & WOMEN'S
such success. Ethical
This year the films will be mostly docuHIKERS
questions have been
mentaries.
OVER 70 STYLES
raised about accepting
Clemson always makes the directors
huge successes, such as
OVER 700 PAIR
feel good, in that it has the most people
Hoop Dreams, which
in attendance, one-third being from withhave made it big on the
in the community and not the student
silver screen.
body. "Film makers tell Susan [Leonard]
that they enjoyed the Clemson experiNow playing
SALE PRICES
ence the most," says Charney. "They
Three films that will
GOOD THROUGH)
find us less pretentious, more open, more
be showcased this semesJANUARY 31ST
honest about our feelings about different
ter: Complaints of a
STORE HOURS
things."
Dutiful Daughter by
9:30AM-8:00PM
The selection committee will meet
Deborah Hoffmann,
again in April to select next year's films.
Hoop Dreams by
The committee likes to get animators and Frederick Marx and

'Filmmakers enjoy the Clem,
experience the most. They fi
us less pretentious, more ope
more honest about our feelit
about different things.

SHOWTIME

I.

PRE-INVENTORY CLEARANCE

Complaints of a
Dutiful Daughter
will be shown in
Brooks Center
Recital Room 117
on Monday, Jan. 29
at 8 p.m. There is
no charge for students.

.,
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25%-50% Q
OFF!
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it brings films down south
in Brooks Center sometimes attract over 400 people
a documentary about
Hoffmann's mother, who has
Alzheimer's disease. It chronicles the development of the disease in stages and how a
daughter reacts to her mother's
forgetfulness.
The awards for this documentary are numerous. It has
received the Audience Award
^^
for best documentary from the
• San Fransico International
Lesbian and Gay Film Fest, a
Cine Golden Eagle, and others.
It has also been shown at the
San Fransico Jewish Film
Festival, the Denver
International Film Festival
and the prestigious
Sundance Film Festival.
Most people are familiar with Marx's Hoop
Dreams, which was
released in October 1994
nationwide. The documentary takes viewers to the
inner-city streets of
Chicago to see the lives of
tan will be showing her documentary two playground basketball
players who dream of makughter Monday, as part of the Southern ing it big in the sport, and
uit allows small directors to gain exposure make it possible to leave
the harsh projects that they
ties on an 11 day tour.
have grown up in.
Hoop Dreams won the
steer
When Billy Broke His Head...and other
» Audience Award at the 1994
s so
tales of wonder by Billy Golfus. Each of
Sundance Film Festival, and was the
these documentaries have won numerous
first documentary to be chosen as the
d pup
awards. The first to be shown in the
closing film of the New York Film
and
series is the film by Hoffmann.
* Festival, and Siskel and Ebert named
Complaints of a Dutiful Daughter is
it movie of the year.
Billy Golfus was serious™ " ly injured in a motor scooter

The awards for this film include the
Freedom of Expression Award from the
Sundance Film Festival, the Leipzig
International Prize of the City, second
place at the New York Expo and the
Silver Hugo for Social Political
Documentaries at the Chicago
International Film Festival.
Complaints of a Dutiful Daughter
will be shown on Monday, January 29 at
8 p.m. in Brooks Center Recital Room
117. Admission for students is free of
charge, and after the viewing they will
be allowed to ask Hoffman questions
about her work.

Hoop Dreams garnered nationwide success last
year in theatres. The film will be showcased
later on this semester as part of the Southern
Circuit Film Series.

a

Filmmakers enjoy the Clemsmu accident that left him with

brain damage and hemiparet-

experience the most. They find ic. In When Billy Broke His
f Head, he documents the
us less pretentious, more open, experiences he went through
immediately following the
more honest about our feelings he. incident and the stereotypes
and discrimination many
k about different things."
handicapped people feel.

When Billy Broke
His Head documents the various
experiences Billy
Golfus
went
through following
Many people don't realize
* that disabled persons make up a motor scooter
• Mark Charney the largest minority group in
accident that left
.
j.
, „ ,. , the U.S., totaling 49 million
A
n
Associate Professor of[English, people This film sheds Ught him with brain
^^—— on their struggle for equality. damage.

^INVENTORY CLEARANCE

HIGHLY SKEPTICAL OF RELIGION?

'EOUTS. OVER-STOCKS, ETC. - AU, SALES FINAL' a
WORK&
CHOOSE FROM THESE
HUNTING BOOTS
BRAND NAMES!
OVER 20 STYLES
a&n*ct
WOUTEfUNE '
OVER 200 PAIR

5%-50% Q
OFF!
^VEEN'S & WOMEN'S

OR BENIGNLY CURIOUS?
•YOU WILL FIND SOME NEW CONCEPTS TO SINK YOUR
TEETH INTO AT A TALK ON CHRISTIAN SCIENCE BY

4gpar

USA

MRS. MARY JO JACKSON
of Bozeman, Montana
A Member of the Christian Science Board of Lectureship
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SALE PRICED
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STORE HOURS
9:30AM-8:00PM
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Tarantino still has what it takes
JIM ANDERSON

staff critic

Quentin Tarantino's latest
picture is another showcase of
his incredible, although warped,
writing talent. From Dusk Till
Dawn, directed by Robert
Rodriguez, is filled with more
of the same great dialogue and
colorful profanity that college
audiences lapped up in Pulp
Fiction. Tarantino {Reservoir
Dogs) relinquished his director's chair for this outing to give
himself a major acting role.
He plays Richard Gecko, a
habitual sex offender, who frees
his older brother Seth (George
Clooney, £Y?'s Dr. Doug Ross)
from a Texas courthouse. The
brothers plan to flee to Mexico
with the loot from Seth's most
recent bank heist.

FROM DUSK TILL DAWN
company:
rating:

Dimension Films
R

review:

####

While eluding a statewide
manhunt, they kidnap Jacob
Fuller (Harvey Keitel), a minister who has lost his faith in God
after his wife was killed in an
auto accident. Fuller is traveling
to Mexico with his son Scott
and his daughter Kate (Juliette
Lewis).
After they cross the border,
Seth leads the group to a showclub where they are to rendezvous with his contact in
Mexico. It turns out that all of
the bouncers and go-go girls in

the bar are vampires. These
vampires don't wear fancy
clothes or live in Victorian mansions. They are nasty.
From Dusk Till Dawn is a
thoroughly entertaining movie.
Clooney effectively shatters his
ER persona and gives a convincing performance as a nononsense professional thief.
There is no doubt who is in control whenever Seth Gecko is on
the scene.
Tarantino would have done
himself a favor by staying in the
director's chair. He has a tendency to overact in many situations. Keitel (Dogs, Pulp)
shows amazing versatility in the
role of Jacob. He captures a full
range of emotions perfectly.
Lewis {Cape Fear, Natural
Born Killers) was the actress

Tarantino had in mind as Kate
when he wrote the script, and
she fits the bill well, especially
as the object of Richie Gecko's
fantasies.
The first and second halves
of From Dusk Till Dawn are as
different as night and day. The
sharp hairpin turn that the
movie takes halfway through is
fun and inventive. Just when
you settle into another Tarantino
classic, Stephen King takes over
the script. Once again, Tarantino
manages to incorporate a spiritual undercurrent into the script.
He is destined to become one of
the best writer/directors of this
generation.
From Dusk Till Dawn has
something for everyone—sex,
violence, comedy, horror...go
see it!

'Biodumb' typical Shore comedy
JIM ANDERSON

BIODOME

staff critic

Watching Pauly Shore act is
hard to stomach.
Moviegoers who have the
right stuff, or a full bottle of
Pepto, may want to catch
Biodome, the latest release starring the zany MTV personality.
Shore teams up with Stephen
Baldwin to play a pair of
burnouts named Bud and Doyle.
While the two are chasing
their girlfriends across the
Arizona
desert,
Doyle
(Baldwin) drinks one too many
Bladder Busters. Bud (Shore)

company:
rating:
review:

MGM
PG-13

spots a new "shopping mall,"
and they sneak into the hightech, fully enclosed, climatecontrolled experimental colony.
Before they can leave, the
doors are locked and cannot be
opened again for one year. That
means Bud and Doyle have to
forget about beer, cigarettes and

junk food and start getting used
to organic vegetables, purified
air and soy burgers.
The biodome is the lifelong
dream of Dr. Noah Faulkner
(William Atherton, the obnoxious reporter from Die Hard
and Die Hard IT). Faulkner and
his straight-laced group of scientists are forced to baby-sit
Bud and Doyle while attempting to fulfill their mission to
"sustain life and live in harmony with nature."
Bud and Doyle, on the other
hand, find every possible way to
meddle and muddle with the

important work going on in the
biodome. Meanwhile, they
become cult heroes to their fellow losers on the outside of the
dome.
Shore and Baldwin share
the amazing talent of acting like
complete morons.
If Beavis and Butthead hold
any entertainment value in your
eyes, then "Biodumb" will be
the highly cultural event you
have been waiting for. Go to this
movie expecting to see the same
character Pauly Shore played in
his other movies, and you will
not be disappointed.

It's Time for the Spring Awards
As the spring semester gets underway, there are six awards available for outstanding students
and faculty. The Office of Orientation, Leadership, and Disability Services asks your assistance
in nominating outstanding and deserving students and faculty members for these awards.
Frank A. Burtner Scholarship: Given to a
student (a rising junior or senior) who displays
exemplary leadership qualities and has an
outstanding academic record of a 3.0 or better.

Matt Locke Award: Awarded to one student
for outstanding leadership with regard to
service and devotion to mankind and Clemson
University.

Algernon Sydney Sullivan Student Award:
Presented to senior students, one male and one
female, for service to campus and community.
The student must have a 2.5 GPR or better and
graduate in May Commencement.

Frank A. Burtner Advising Award:
Given to an outstanding faculty/staff
advisor to student organizations who
excels in developing students in the
areas of leadership, devotion to duty, and
service to fellow students. This is a cash
award Nominators must complete a
nomination form and write a letter of
recommendation .

Norris Medal: Given to the best all-around
graduating senior, the Norris Medal is considered the most prestigious award given to an
undergraduate. Students must have a 3.0 GPR
and be a candidate for May Commencement.

Nomination forms, can be picked up form and returned to the Office of Orientation,
Leadership, and Disability Services, 104 Holtzendorff Hall by February 5,1996. We will
contact the nominated students and provide them with an application form for the awards.
The Office of Orientation, Leadership, and Disability Services appreciates your input and
cooperation in the nomination process for these awards. If you have any questions,
please call Jeanine Ward or Amy Donahue at 656-0515.
6B
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Various Artists
Soundtrack to The
Basketball Diaries
Island

'&&&
CHATHAM SULLIVAN

staff critic

The Basketball Diaries, the
Original
Motion
Picture
Soundtrack, serves its purpose
as a complementary movie
album by creatively mixing
various melancholic narrated
soliloquies and a competent
small compilation of songs.
The acts, which include
Pearl
Jam,
PJ
Harvey,
Soundgarden, Flea from the

Red Hot Chili Peppers, and the
Doors, expand the movie's
moving direction and provide a
new surface to the movie's
theme.
Though the album definitely has its share of mediocre cuts
such as "What a Life," Rockers
HiFi, and "People Who Died,"
The Jim Carroll Band which
sounds more like a poorly written Rancid tune, and Green
Apple Quik Step's pathetic
quiasi-pop "Dizzy," the album
gives its audience the definitive
model of a true soundtrack.
What it lacks in music, it
makes up in formula. Whereas
most soundtracks prove to be
little more than self-serving
albums that merely throw
together popular music to compliment movie sales, The
Basketball Diaries is a whole;
each song reinforcing and
enunciating the movie itself.
Harvey's "Down By The
River," which has the reputation of being substantially
overplayed on the local radio
stations, still has the pull to

profit the album.
For its relative unpopularity, The Basketball Diaries, is
one of the better compilations
out in recent months. Scratch
four songs, and one would be
more than happy to include this
into their collection. With all
due fairness to the soundtrack,
the movie, which can speak for
itself, should be seen first.

Menswe@r
Nuisance
London Records

MARK KREITZ

layout coordinator

Hot spot:

"I'll Manage

Somehow" and "Hollywood
Girl"
Bottom line: A European
band with good sounds and a
good attitude.
This rock band incorporates quick rhythms and tempos
to keep the listener interested at
all times.
Having a variety of influences from the past two
decades, this group does a great
job reproducing some familiar
sounds.
Artists such as the Beatles,
Smashing Pumpkins, REM,
Oasis and the Beach Boys
singing to a "Comfortably
Numb" score (if you can imagine that) have all been
expressed and paid tribute to in
this album.
If you like the previous
artists, then you will like this
European band.
The songs all display an
acoustical impact that are commonplace in the States and
even
highly
appreciated.
Basically, this is a good album
with good songs, enough said.

Because today ijs
mystery meat day

NF 88.

F1H CLEMSON

AL TERN A TIVE

TOP

10

1. Sunny Day Real
Estate
Sunny Day Real Estate

2. 7 Seconds
The Music, The Message

3. Amps
Pacer

VISA

4. Spacemen 3
Sound of Confusion

5. Pizzicato
The Sound of Music by
Pizzicato 5

6. Soul Junk

UPWS

1952

7. Pain Teens

It's everywhere
-you want to be!

Beast of Dreams

8. Sublime
Robbin' the Hood

9. The Softies
It's Love

10. Blonde Redhead
La Mia Vita Violenta
© Visa U.S.A. Inc. 199S
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Red Meat
They even had fully-poseable action
figures of me in all of the toy stores.

Last night I dreamed that they made a
Saturday morning cartoon series of me.

Man...you should see what I look like
with battle armor and giant muscles.

Red Meat
Honey, I thought I'd wear something special
to bed tonight. It's a latex, uh...marital aid.

Good God, Ted. It makes you look
like a big, black, shiny rubber yam.

Joey

Off the Mark

IRNIl

WAS

PCEVEP Al HAVING To Po

WffMA/VJ
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NEXT
WEEK
More movies
and more CDs.

ARIES (March 21-April
19): Flowers are turning up in
your garden this week sweetheart. The sun will shine just
for you. Your aura projects
happiness and love. Peace be
with you.
TAURUS (April 20-May
20): Do you hear those birds?
Yes, they should have flown
south, but they heard that you
were here, so they decided to
stay and sing just for you.
GEMINI (May 21-June
20): What a beautiful day this
day has been since you decided to wake up and be a part
of it. You have made Mother
Nature happy, and the muses
will reward you greatly.
CANCER (June 21-July
22): Why is the cold wind
blowing? Because it knows
that the colder it is, the closer
you and your loved one gets.
Love makes this world go

8B
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Real HiKOSCOfJG
around, and you have plenty of
love to keep it turning for a
millennium.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22):
Like Cancer, your best feature
is your heart. It is bigger than
the universe. No one will ever
want for your love.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept.
22): Why do people love you?
It is because you are such an
honest person with child-like
innocence. You care so much
about peopl—you are assured a
place in Heaven.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Like beautiful music, your
voice is that of passion. You
can calm babies down with just
a sigh. Your future is bright as
long as you keep speaking in
such beautiful tones.

The Tiger

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.
21): Your sign might be that of
the scorpion, but your sting is
that of romance. You have no
problem with finding that special someone because they are
out looking for you.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22Dec. 21): You should not feel
down. You are good enough,
smart enough and people like
you. In fact, they love you.
When students mention Central
Spirit, your face comes to their
minds.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22Jan. 19): Action and adventure
is what you should be after this
week. Fun suits you well; that
is why you have so many
friends. It is amazing that you
haven't been chosen for a Good
Will Ambassadorship.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20Feb. 18): So you think no one
likes you? Well, think again.
Everyone likes you. You are
cool. In fact, you are the one
most people choose their
fashion from, and things are
going to continue down this
path for a while.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March
20): You are the luckiest person alive. Everything will go
your way. I am not sure how
the muses will do it, but your
lap will be a bucket that
everything good will fall into.
Congratulations.

-
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Terps tame Tigers
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Terrell Mclntyre scored a career high 22
points in the Tigers 65-60 loss at Maryland.
It was his second straight 20-point game.

staff writer
The Tigers dropped their
third consecutive road conference game 65-60 to the
Maryland
Terrapins
Wednesday night in front of
14,200 fans at Cole Field
House in College Park, Md.
These fans witnessed a typical
ACC struggle as the lead seesawed back and forth in an
action-packed second half.
The game did not appear
to be very promising for
Clemson at the start as the
Tigers committed seven of the
game's first eight fouls. Many
of these fouls were due to the
strangling pressure of the
Maryland press.
The
usual
frustration
ensued as Tiger Coach Rick
Barnes picked up a technical
foul, adding salt to the wound.
Barnes was disgusted over the
technical.
"Maryland's pressing full
court and really going after
us," said Barnes. "We're playing half-court man defense. All
at once it's like seven to one in

fouls. (Referee) Hartzell said
to me, 'Rick, you have made
your point about 100 times,'
and I said, 'Well, I am going to
keep making it.' He said, 'Well
if you do I am going to have to
T (technical) you up.' At the
same time there was a hand
check, and I yelled out hand
check! And he gave me a technical foul. I said, 'If you're
going to give me one, at least
let me earn it.'"
The foul trouble left the
Tigers' frontcourt decimated.
Tony
Christie,
Andrius
Jurkunas and Harold Jamison
were all relegated to the bench
with three fouls apiece.
This put added pressure on
the already depleted backcourt. With Merl Code out for
the season and Bill Harder out
indefinitely, Terrell Mclntyre
is the Tigers' only truelyhealthy point guard. Mclntyre
rose to meet the challenge
head on. He scored 16 points
by halftime, and more importantly, committed only one
turnover. His 16 points represented over one-half of the

Tigers' 30 halftime points.
Barnes was not modest in
his praise of Mclntyre's play.
"Terrell, he's going to go
down as one of the great ones
at Clemson," said Barnes. "I
don't think there is any question about that. He worked
tonight. It was a 40-minute
game, but with their pressure
and what they were doing, it
was more like a 80-minute
game for him. He's a special
player, and he does some great
things, but he stepped up and
really shot the ball tonight."
The Tigers trailed 37-30 at
the half but quickly erased
their deficit. With a 27-10 run
continuing from the end of the
first half, the Tigers finally
took the lead at 50-49 after
being behind by as many as 14
points.
This would be the first and
last time the Tigers would
lead, as the Terrapins' balanced attack was simply too
much to overcome. Though
the Tigers were still only
behind 61-58 with 1:55 left.
see TIGERS, page 16

Student-athlete grades improve
Nine of 14 teams increased GPA in fall semester
STAFF REPORTS

A record 125 student-athletes, plus
23 trainers and managers, earned selection to the Clemson Academic Honor
roll, and the nearly 400 student-athletes
combined for a record 2.56 GPA for the
fall semester of the 1995-96 academic
year. The statistics were released
Monday by the Clemson Athletic
Council.
Nine of the 14
active Clemson athletic teams realized
a
team
GPA
increase in the fall
semester, compared
to the spring semester of 1995. The list
of
teams
that
showed an increase
was led by the
file photo
men's basketball,
men's
soccer, Paul
women's soccer and Galloway
men's
swimming
teams.
"We are pleased with the general
progression in the grade reports for our
athletic teams," said David Senn, chairman of the Athletic Council. "We'll see
that 65 percent of the teams showed an
improvement from the spring semester,
and that is reflected by a continued
emphasis on the part of the coaches to
recruit better students."
"We have seen steady improvement
since the construction of Vickery Hall,"
said Senn. "The facility has certainly
had a positive effect on the academic

performance of our athletes. This
marked the third straight semester that
the overall GPA of the student-athletes
has increased. The overall student body
has a 2.71 GPA, and the student-athletes stand at 2.56. That is not a large
disparity."
All 14 of Clemson's active teams
posted at least a 2.1 GPA for the semester, the third straight semester that
every team has been over a 2.0. Every
team has a cumulative GPA of at least
2.2.
For the second straight semester,
the women's tennis team had the top
GPA with a 3.27. Andy Johnston's team
had five athletes on the dean's list. The
women's track team had the most academic honor roll selections with 18, the
highest number in the program's history. Meredith Ford, an All-America candidate as a distance runner this year, led
the team with a perfect 4.0.
The Clemson football team had 15
players on the academic honor roll. The
list included quarterback Louis
Solomon, who made the dean's list, and
first-team Academic Ail-American
Andye McCrorey, who made the honor
roll for the eighth time in his career.
The Tiger men's basketball program
posted a 2.4 for the semester, its highest semester figure since 1984. The
team was led by Bill Harder, Iker Iturbe
and Tom Wideman, who all made the
academic honor roll. Wideman made
the dean's list in his first semester at
Clemson.
Forty-one student-athletes made the

dean's list, while nine Clemson athletes
were named to the President's List for
achieving a perfect 4.0. The list featured Clemson baseball Academic AllAmerican Paul Galloway, who posted
his seventh straight 4.0 semester in
mechanical engineering.
Three members of the Clemson
men's soccer team had a perfect 4.0,
contributing to the nine-year high team

GPA for that sport. That program also
had a record 13 academic honor roll
selections.
The President's List honorees
include Galloway, Chris Eatough
(men's soccer), Mark Kinch (men's
soccer), Megan McEnery (volleyball),
Selina Dunworth (women's tennis),
Melissa Odom (women's tennis) and
Meredith Ford (women's track).

Learning to fly!

Larry Lee/siarr
Lee/staff photographer
pnorograpner

The Clemson Flying Club has been giving students the
chance to fly for nearly 70 years. Most students get
their licenses in less than a year. See story, page 10A.

The Tiger
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Flying high over Tiger town
Clemson Flying Club approaches 70 years of flying
MIKE MCCOMBS

sports editor

My fear of flying returned to me more and
more the closer the plane got to the runway.
On a cool, clear January afternoon, a coworker, Allison Earlin, our photographer, Larry Lee
and I had accepted an invitation to see just what the
Clemson Flying Club was all about.
Our pilot for
the afternoon was
22-year-old Clay
Schile, an officer
in the club. Schile,
•Students, faculty, staff
a senior mechaniand alumni are eligible for
cal engineering
membership in the club.
student from
Tamassee, S.C.,
•Dues are $40 per
has been flying for
semester and $20 per
four years. He
summer session, which
learned to fly and
includes all club activities
received his license and aircraft insurance.
through the Flying
Club.
•Instructor rates are $20
"To me, this is
per hour.
the most exciting
part of flying,"
•Call 656-5920 or 654said Schile as we
654-8002 for more inforneared take off.
mation.
As we rushed
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_^^^_
down the runway
and slowly ascended into the sky, my uneasiness
was quickly converted to feelings of fascination and
exhilaration. People sometimes don't realize the
beauty of their surroundings until they have the
opportunity to look at them from a new perspective.
"Flying has always been something I have wanted to do,"- said Schile, who aspires to become a
flight instructor. "It's fascinating and challenging for
me. I get a sense of
freedom. I feel that
most pilots fly
because they
really love it, not
because they have to do it."
We made several passes over the
Clemson area. Every geographic detail was
visible, including the tiger paw green on the new
golf course. We then flew over Seneca and several
of the local lakes before returning to the airport. The
landing is the part of the flight Schile characterized
as the roughest part of the flight for beginners.
As for beginnings, the Clemson Flying Club was
started in 1927 by a forestry major and several civil
engineering majors. Their goal was to build and fly
their own airplane. Over the next two years, they
built an airplane in a wood shop here on campus and

•
-
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CLUB INFO.

The club owns
and a two-seat
$48 per hour to

|

tjfcaJSS^^wfi^

Larry Lee/staff photographer

Clemson students who take the opportunity to fly with the club get the
opportunity to see the Clemson campus from a whole new perspective. From
over 1,000 feet up, most geographical landmarks are recognizable.

then moved it to the airport located where the
Greenville downtown airport is now located. They
made several test flights from this location. The
original plane is now in the state museum in
Columbia.
In the '30s and '40s, the club owned a twoseat airplane and they provided flying time
to their members for a nominal charge. Club
activity increased in the fifties as the club
moved from one airplane to three, flying a
biplane and two two-seat trainers. As the '50s
came to a close, the club went back to two airplanes. They continued to provide low-cost rental
of airplanes for its members.
In the early '70s, the club moved its operations
from the Clemson airport to the Anderson airport for
a while before returning to the Clemson/Oconee
County Airport in 1974. At that time, the club
owned an Aeronca Champ which they rented for
seven dollars an hour. In the late '70s, the club purchased a Cessna 172, a four-seat, cross-country airplane. This plane is still used by the club. In the
early '80s, the club purchased
their other plane, a two-seat
Cessna 152, which they use for
general training needs.
Currently, the club consists
of about 30 members and
holds monthly meetings, as
well as cookouts, flying competitions, night flights and
ground schools. They also hold
flying competitions with other
eastern schools.
The club is looking to
expand by purchasing a new,
higher-performance aircraft,
but their first priority is to
bring in new members.
"This is an important time
for new pilots because the percentage of pilots in the U.S. is
diminishing," said Schile.
"There may be no better place
to learn than Clemson."
"Clemson offers an almost
perfect environment for flight
training: excellent weather,
beautiful scenery, nicely
equipped and reasonably
priced airplanes and a quiet,
uncontrolled airport only three
miles from campus," said
Larry Lee/staff photographer
Randy
Collins, an associate
two planes, a four-seat Cessna 172
professor of electrical and
Cessna 152. With fuel, the 172 costs computer engineering at
rent. The 152 costs $38 per hour.
Clemson and a flight instructor

Think you might want to get your

Hot's License?

FAA minimum to get a license:^
•written & medical exam
•20 hours instruction & 20 hours solox
What it takes an average student at Clemson;11
Time: 60 hrs. in 8-12 mo. Average Cost: $3000
infograph by; Greg Schfflftftyedttpf fri chiefs

Source: Gemson Ufiiversrty flying Ciub

for the club.
"You can learn to fly without the hassles of metropolitan airports but can easily gain experience in
that environment within minutes by flying to
Greenville or Atlanta," said Collins. "The
Clemson/Oconee County Airport also has a number
of people building and restoring airplanes, so you
can experience that aspect of aviation, too. It is just
an all-around excellent place to learn to fly."
The average Clemson student takes about 60
flight hours and eight to 12 months to obtain their
private license, which will cost them approximately
$2,300. A recreational license requires about half the
training as the private license but is a more limited
license.
"This is the
^^^^^^^^"—«^^«
best program in
"Flying to me is like
the country as far
as price and airfreedom. When you're
craft availability,"
up here there's no one
said Schile.
telling you what to do."
Once we
returned to the
airport, we
• Clay Schile
dropped Larry off
flying club member
so that he could
photograph us
^^^^^^^_________^_^_
taking off and
landing. When we got back in the air, Schile reiterated his love for flying.
"Flying to me is like freedom," said Schile.
"When you're up here, there's no one telling you
what to do. You can pretty much do whatever you
want to."
I have only been up twice now, but he just might
be right.
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Tiger season tickets on sale
Home season tickets are
now on sale for the upcoming
1996 baseball season. The tickets are $57 each for both adults
and children. They are good
for all 38 home games. The
tickets are available through
the
Clemson
Athletic
Department Ticket Office.
All purchasers of season
tickets will receive reserved
seats with personalized nameplates.
Single game tickets are
sold as general admission seats
and are available only on the
day of the game at the Tiger
Field gates.
Single game
prices are $3 for adults and $1
for high school age and under.
Additional information on

baseball tickets is available by
dialing 1-800-CLEMSON or
(864)-656-2118.

Women's basketball
Women's basketball player
Amy Geren has been named
the ACC Rookie-of-the-Week
last Monday by the ACC office
in Greensboro, N.C.
Geren averaged 16.5 points
and 4.5 rebounds last week in
two Tiger victories against
Wake Forest and #11 NC State.
Geren came off the bench
to lead the team with 18 points
against the Wolfpack. The
guard from Cleveland, Tenn.
hit 11 of 12 attempts from the
free throw line.

Geren also led the Tigers
with a 15-point effort against
Wake Forest, along with five
rebounds and three assists.
Geren ranks third in the ACC
with a 42.6 three-point percent.
She is the team's second leading scorer with an average of
11.4ppg.

The Lady Tigers are ranked
18th in the AP poll released
Monday. The last time
Clemson was ranked 18th in
the AP poll was the week of
Jan. 19, 1993.
Clemson
traveled
to
Atlanta last night to face
Georgia Tech and plays host to
#6 Virginia this Sunday afternoon. The Virginia game will
be nationally televised on the
Prime Network.

Football
The Tigers gained a number of verbal commitments this
week.
Lorenzo Bromell, 6-foot-6,
and 250 pounds, is a junior col-

lege transfer from Georgia
Military.
Freddie James, a 6-foot-2,
240-pound defensive end with
a speed of 4.8 seconds in the
40-yard dash is from St.
Stephen. Warren Lott, 6-foot-3
and 215 pounds, is out of
Warner Robins, Ga., and plans
to play as an outside linebacker.
Jason Martinelli, a 6-foot-5
and 245-pound linebacker
from Roxbury, Conn., and
Middleton defensive tackle
Thomas Washington also committed.
Martinelli
played
at
Milford Prep and Washington,
315 pounds and 6-foot-5, was
chosen for the Shrine Bowl.

Tech opens McDonald's Center
ASSOCIATED PRESS

At Gate 3 of Georgia Tech's renovated basketball arena, something's
clearly different. Out front are the
unmistakable Golden Arches, directing
customers into a McDonald's restaurant
located right in the building.
That's right: at the McDonald's
Center, you can an order a Big Mac and
fries with your 3-pointers. Pro sports
have been doing a lot of this lately,
renaming arenas at the drop of a hat and
a few million dollars.
Now that trend seems ready to
sprout on campuses, where administrators dealing with rising costs and gender-equity issues say they can't rely on
alumni donors and traditional sources.

Still, some people are wondering if
blatant corporate sponsorship belongs
in academia.
"People look at a
college campus as a
more pristine environment, with the
ivory-tower image
where everyone is
studying academics
and learning," said
Jim Andrews, vice
president of the IEG
Sponsorship Report,
a newsletter which
follows sponsorship in sports. "The
argument is that it's not the place for
companies to hawk hamburgers."

Georgia Tech Athletic Director
Homer Rice replies, "Why not?"
"Georgia Tech has one of the greatest programs for young
students to leave here
to become some of the
top entrepreneurs in
this country," Rice
said.
"To say that about this
building
is
going
against everything that
we're teaching. That is
what our people do,
and McDonald's is one
of the greatest stories in the history of
entrepreneurship," said Rice.
McDonald's donated $5.5 million to

Report

|

Georgia Tech for the $13 million renovation project at Alexander Memorial
Coliseum, a 1950s-era arena that had
become outdated in today's world. It
didn't have even one luxury box.
In exchange for the donation, Tech
agreed to rename the 10,000-seat arena
Alexander Memorial Coliseum at
McDonald's Center. But it's obvious the
hamburger chain gets top billing in
every other respect, with the distinctive
McDonald's logo plastered at center
court, on both scoreboards and atop the
main sign outside the building. There's
also a restaurant on the outer rim of the
building, complete with a drive-through
and; a-^concession stand to serve fans
during games.

CLEMSON BASKETBALL
**STUDENT TICKET INFORMATION**

JAN. .27, SAT.
JAN. 30; TUE.

TIGERS VS NC STATE
12:00PM
TIGERS VS GEORGIA TECH 8:00PM

STUDENT TICKETS WILL BE AVAILABLE AN HOUR AND A HALF BEFORE EACH
GAME AT GATE 6 OF LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM.
YOUR SUPPORT HAS BEEN GREAT THIS YEAR AND WE NEED IT EVERY TIME WE
TAKE THE COURT!! THANK YOU.
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Davis leads Pacers
TENNIS

Indiana forward Dale Davis scored 16 points and pulled
down 11 rebounds in Tuesday's 117-102 victory over the
Phoenix Suns.

IS-

Gigi Fernandez and Natasha Zvereva, the top-seeded
doubles team, defeated 13th-seeded Amanda Coetzer and
Mariaan De Swardt, 7-5, 6-2 Monday in the third round of
the Australian Open women's doubles competition.
Fernandez and Cyril Suk lost to John-Laffnie De Jager
and Jill Hetherington, 6-4, 6-2 in the first round of the mixeddoubles competition on Sunday
Kent Kinnear and Nana Miyagi also lost in the first
round of the mixed-doubles competition to Luke Jenson and
Nicole Arendt, 6-4, 6-3.

FOOTBALL

:
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file photo

Dale Davis (34) was a firstround draft pick of the
Pacers in 1991. „

According to a Phoenix television station, Arizona
Cardinals owner Bill Bidwell has spoken with Dwight
Clark, a former Tiger reciever, about the Cardinals' vacant
general manager position. Clark is currently the 49ers' vicepresident and director
of player development.
~~
~~
~~
CFL
champion K)U{<\\Ap fhp HJCft
Baltimore
Stallions \-/U-U>tW3 UtK i^tift
owner James Speros,
an ex-Tiger linebacker, wrote to NFL Commissioner Paul
Tagliabue proposing that his team be allowed to join the
NFL, keeping the Browns in Cleveland. Speros is proposing
a privately funded stadium instead of the state-funded facility proposed by Art Modell. He could save the state $100
million if his deal is approved.

,

iVRENTS

GOLF
Dillard Pruitt shot a four-under 356 to finish 19 shots
off of the lead at the Bob Hope Classic. Pruitt won $2,548.

spkNG&EAK smfemeAk smmmAk

The Writing Center

iiitfi&ti m i2i
ff's warmer k#t, andw hue sprs/ng fattest

No needto spertdS
your vocation money
on accommodations.

CALL

Call for an appointment!
656-3280
212 Daniel Hall

tSafDaytona's
finesthotelsto
chose from at
Ddytona'sbest
pr/ces. Hotel rooms
on the beach, risk
about^ our"Spring
Brnak Party Card"

i

Monday Friday
fVa.rn.-9p.fi}.

Writing Center Hours:
Monday-Thursday 10-4
Friday 10-3

SmMQtiEf
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ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME

BEDROOM
BEDS: TWIN, FULL,
QUEEN
DRESSERS
MIRROR CHESTS
NITESTANDS

LIVING ROOM
SOFAS
LOVESEATS
CHAIRS
TABLES
LAMPS
RECLINERS
APPLIANCES
WASHERS
DRYERS
MICROWAVES
SM. FRIDGES

ELECTRONICS
TVs-VCRs
STEREOS
CAMCORDERS
PHONES
ALSO
ENTERTAINMENT CTRS.
BOOKCASES

DINETTES
DESKS

646-5705
BI-LO SHOPPING CENTER ■ PENDLETON

SAMMONB/ SAVEMONLY
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Statistics
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How the ^

v92

aftacte ^

When it comes to math, it's sink or swim.
Fortunately we've found a way to help you
keep your head above water: the new
TI-92. It'll tear through statistics, crunch

equations
_>:expanc
4:zeros<
5:approx<
SicofiOenoriC
?i propFrac(
3:nSolyeC
9:Trig
►
fl:Complex ►
B?Extract ►

and handy
pull-down menus, it's as
friendly as Flipper. To see

calculus and rip algebra to shreds unlike

for yourself why the TI-92 calculator

any other calculator. Of course, the TI-92

is the biggest fish in any

isn't just a piranha of

pond, try it out

power. With easy-to-read

. rr * u
5

EM "™*!^

on the Internet.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
*

Send e-mail to: ti-cares@ti.com or all 1-800-T1-CARES. ©1995 71.

See the new TI-92 at:

Student Off-Campus Bookstore
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Tiger Rugby Club
splits with UGA

13A/SP0RTS

COLLEGE AND

GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIP
PROGRAM

B-team excells with little experience
cled by a strong Georgia squad.
The Tigers set up numerous
attacking plays but could not
convert the pressure into
points.
After leading 8-0 at halftime, the Bulldogs turned it up
a notch and scored two lengthof-the-field tries. Tiger Coach
Frank Graziano felt there were
many gaps in the Tigers' game,
but he admitted that it is still
early in the season.
"The lads need to improve
on their fitness and on their
defensive alignment, but it's a
long season ahead of us,"
Graziano said.
The Clemson Rugby Club,
which hopes to challenge for a
national collegiate title this
year, will play Western
Carolina tomorrow at the
Clemson Rugby Pitch behind
Tiger Field.

GRANT MUNDELL
staff writer

The
Clemson
Rugby
Football Club played its first
games of the spring semester
Saturday, splitting two games
with Georgia. After a 29-5 loss
in the A-game, the B-squad
responded with a convincing
17-0 win.
According to team captain
Charlie Miller, the B-team
showed a maturity and skill
level that surpassed their experience. Miller was impressed
by his team's performance.
"Considering that some of
the guys have never played
rugby before, they performed
fantastically well," said Miller.
The Tigers led 7-0 at halftime and kept their form in the
second half with Miller scoring two tries (eight points).
The A-team was out-mus-

Write Sports for The Tiger.
Call Mike at 656-0986.

Awards up to $3,000
NASA
The South Carolina Space Grant Consortium offers graduate fellowship
stipends to graduate students with an interest in an aerospace related field.
Areas of interest include, but are not limited to, the basic sciences, science
education, astronomy, planetary science, environmental studies, engineering,
fine arts, and journalism. We encourage women and minorities to apply.
The application deadline is March 1,1996.
If you are interested in receiving an application packet or would like to
learn more about the program please contact:
Ms. Pamela Hawthorne
242 Fluor Daniel Building

Clemson University
Clemson, SC 29634

803) 656-3470
fax (803) 656-4435

An affirmative action / Equal opportunity institution

JUST BECAUSE YOU'RE A STUDENT
DOESN'T MEAN YOU HAVE TO EAT LIKE ONE.
Tired of the College Cafeteria? Come to Fazoli's, where
you don't need a student loan to get a real Italian meal

liianuary 3f, 1996; 10 am - 2 pm

Palmetto Ballroom!

3432 Clemson Blvd., Anderson
1821 Bypass Highway 72 NE, Greenwood

•y-y>yy-y.y ■■>-■■:•■■::■.■■.:
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Over 40 groups will be available to
set-up voluntary internships with
-•' students """
^•"•<
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Look What's Going on at the
Catholic Student Association

v>;wM->M-x- y.yi-

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY STUDENT GOVERNMENT

SKI BEECH
Info and Snow Reports: 800-438-2093

e
Mo

-Thursday
passes*
.
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Through 2/7/96

Super Bowl Parttj
Sunday January 28th
5:00 pm at the Student Center
209 Sloan St. (call 654-7804 for directions)
Hope to see you there!

New Mass Schedule at St. Andrew's
Saturda-y

5:45 pm

Sunday

8:30 am
11:00 am
7:30 pm

SfMA Jfrttt i liqnoni A«/iue
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January 26,1996
HOW to place a classified ad
1) Union help desk on the 6th floor.
2) Call 656-2461 (Union help desk).
3) Fax: 656-4772 (The Tiger office),

i

Prepayment only-cash, check, Tiger Stripe or Visa/MC
10?/per word-students, 25^-non-students
Deadline: Wednesday, 2 p.m.

0■

lSEM'l 'anted
LOOKING FOR MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE? NEED
TO FULFILL AN INTERNSHIP
REQUIREMENT? YOU CAN
FIND MANY OPPORTUNITIES
AT
PARAMOUNT'S
CAROWINDS. WE ARE HIRING
MANAGERS TO OPERATE OUR
FOOD AND BEVERAGE LOCATIONS.
IF INTERESTED,
PLEASE
CALL
SHANNON
MILLER AT 1-800-888-4386 EXT
2067.
GREAT SUMMER JOB, Counselor
in Maine, Coed staff, ALL SPORTS,
ALL ACTIVITIES! Openings, land
and waterfront sports, creative
sports, outdoor skills, Modern facilities, great pay, CALL NOW 617277-8080, Camp Cedar.
WANTED Dependable Students
that would enjoy working with kids
in a Gymnastics & Fitness
Environment Afternoons & some
mornings. For more info 226-8596.
LIFEGUARDS!
SUMMER'S
HERE! Trinity Pools is now hiring
for the Nashville and Metro Atlanta
areas! Average starting rate per hour
is: Lifeguards - $5.75,
Head
Lifeguards - $7.00,
Field
Supervisors - $9.00, Swim Coach $1400 - $3000 per season. Swim
Instructors - $10 - $18 per student,
and Communications Director $6.50. Bonuses available. Apply
now for Full and Part time positions.
For information or to set up an interview please call (770) 242-3800.
Wanted!!!
Individuals, Student
Organizations to Promote SPRING
BREAK Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS CALL INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS http://www.icpt.com
1-800-327-6013

EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing envelopes at home. Send long
SASE to: Country Living Shoppers,
Dept. D6, P.O. Box 1779, Denham
Springs, LA 70727.
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income
to assemble products at home. Info
1-504-646-1700 DEPT. SC-5158
$1750 weekly possible mailing our
circulars. For info call 301-3061207.
Conference Services is looking for
a few good men and women! We
are now accepting applications for
the 1996 Summer Conference
Assistant Position. We'll give you
the following benefits: free on campus housing all summer, free
lunch every day, thirty paid hours,
a week, and a great, challenging
job. Applicants must be undergraduate or graduate Clemson University
students, may only take one three
hour course each summer school
session, and must be willing to give
us your all during the summer. To
apply, come by Suite 532, The
Clemson House. Applications are
due back by February 2nd.
YMCA NOW HIRING SWIM
INSTRUCTORS FOR SATURDAY
LESSONS. CALL 653-4499.

DODGE 600 Convertible black
metallic 1985 HOkMi. Radio A/C
$1900 Call 654-6493 or 656-7176
Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! 7 Days $279! Includes 15
Meals & 6 Free Parties! Great
Beaches/Nightlife! Leaves From Ft.
Lauderdale!
http://www.springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386
Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials!
111% Lowest Price
Guarantee! 7 Nights Air & Hotel
.From $429!
Save $100 On
Food/Drinks! http://www.springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386
Spring Break! Panama City! 8
Days Room With Kitchen $119!
Walk To Best Bars! 7 Nights In Key
West $259! Cocoa Beach Hilton
(Great Beaches - Near Disney)
$169!
Daytona
$139!
http://www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

n

Campus Bulletin Sales at the
Union Information Desk! Buy
your classified ads and photo classified personals at the Union
Information Desk. Cash, check,
MC/Visa and Tiger Stripe accepted.
Show University I.D.
LOST WATCH - White face with
burgundy block "P" and black band.
Please call 654-9934.
Society of Women Engineers
Meeting on January 31. We will be
meeting at 7:00 pm in 302 Rhodes
and possibly have a speaker From
Eastman. Light refreshments served.
SPRING BREAK BAHAMAS OR
FLORIDA KEYS SPEND IT ON
YOUR OWN PRIVATE YACHT
ONE WEEK ONLY $385 PER
PERSON INCLUDING FOOD
AND MUCH MORE Organizers go
for FREE! EASY SAILING
YACHT CHARTERS 1-800-7834001 See us on the NET
http ://w w w. shadow. net/~ezsai 1

nnoutfcements

Wanted: Volunteer for Christian
Organization
Young
Life.
Application, Interview, and training
required. Please Contact at 6549007.
SALESPERSON NEEDED - High
Quality established screenprinting
company is expanding its sales force
into your area. For exceptional pay
and very flexible hours call Accent
Screenprinting 1-800-243-794

W2m
http://wwvyLtakeabpeak.com

1-800-95-BREAK
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL

Atlanta '96 Summer Games.
Temp, jobs w/pvt. emplyrs. Free
Info. Send SASE to Summer Job
FaxBank, P.O. Box 52594, Atlanta,
GA 30355-0594.

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at
home. Send SASE to P.O. Box 774,
Olathe, KS 66051.

Flights to Caitcuri Nassau and Miuailen are Public Charters The cltarta
op&aior u Take A Break Student Travel,The djreel aircarrjeis are Paradise
Airways
Airway: and Viscount Air Service. An Operator s Option Plan is require.

SPRING BREAK '96 - Cancun
from $399, Jamaica from $439,
Florida from $99. Organize a group
of 15 and travel free!!! Call Student
Travel Services 1 -800-648-4849 for
more info.
You've Never Done It? You've gotta
try it before you leave Clemson.
You're gonna love it! HOCKEY
LEAGUES at the YMCA Interest
meeting Feb.l, 7 pm Call 653-4499

1
AS SEEN ON CBS NEWS "48 HOURS"

BREAK

court*** « & 7moft* T*«TS

Attention Yankees!! Help us bring
the coolest sport in the world to the
South. Hockey Leagues (in-line &
street) now forming. Interest meeting Feb.l, 7 pm Call 653-4499
*** SPRING BREAK '96 ***
CANCUN,
JAMAICA,
BAHAMAS, SOUTH PADRE,
MARGARITA, PANAMA CITY,
DAYTONA - GUARANTEED
LOWEST PRICES! GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 10 OR MORE! WE
ACCEPT VISA/MC/DISCOVER.
BREAKAWAY
TRAVEL
&
TOURS INC. @ 1-800-214-8687.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
VISITORS.
DV-1
Greencard
Program available. 1-800-660-7167
or (818)772-7168.

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
PANAMA CITY BEACH
DAYTONA BEACH

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
• PER PERSON DEPENDING ON DESTINATION / BREAK DATES / LENGTH OF STAK

l-800-$tlNCttAS«
TOLL FPEE INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS
OR SURF OVER TO OUR WEB Sin AT: .

http://www.sunohase.com

Jr

THERE ARE LOTS OF GREAT
REASONS TO SHOP

CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY

MAY COMMENCEMENT
TWO SEPARATE CEREMONIES
The University will hold two Commencement
ceremonies, each lasting approximately two hours.
(August and December graduations will continue
to be single ceremonies.)
On May 10,1996, the ceremonies will be
scheduled as follows:
COMMENCEMENT SCHEDULE
FOR MAY 10,1996
9:30 a.m.
College of Agriculture, Forestry and Life Sciences
College of Architecture, Arts and Humanities
College of Engineering and Science
Staff
2:30 p.m.
College of Business and Public Affairs
College of Health, Education and Human Development
Library

GREAT SAVINGS
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THE FASHION SHACK
118 E. BENSON (ANDERSON) • 366 COLLEGE AVE. (CLEMSON)
654-6752
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Wilderness Campsite on Tsagua, the
forgotten river $7.00 per head.
Reservations please call, 864-6471429. Eight years or older please.

c*

rsonals

LARGE Living ROOM, LARGE
YARD, PARTIALLY FURNISHED.
1080/MONTH 653-3512

FREE Room, mil, house priv
exchange for work with pets, housesitting 639-6478

For Rent 2-Bedroom Apt. on Lake
Hartwell.
Full washer/dryer,
microwave, partially furnished. 4
miles from University. 6 mos.
Lease. References needed. No pets
495+882-4149

HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS 2
Bedrooms 1 BATH CENTRAL
HEAT/AIR 575/MONTH 653-3512

Do you think that you have a problem with alcohol? Come to AA,
room 205, Fort Hill Presbyterian
Church, Thursday 8:00 PM or
Friday 12:30 PM

FOR RENT - 2 Bedroom Mobile
Home Furnished - Immaculate - Air
Conditioner - Washing Machine.
Convenient Location. Sec. Dep. &
Refs. Req'd - Call: 882-5136.

WANTED:
100 STUDENTS!
LOSE 10-30+ LBS. NEXT 90
DAYS.
NEW METABOLISM
BREAKTHROUGH. GUARANTEED. DR. RECOMMENDED.
$35.50 MCMSA. 24 HR FREE
INFO: 1-800-229-7562.

HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS: 4
BEDROOMS, 2 BATH, CENTRAL
HEAT/AIR
DISHWASHER,
WASHER/DRYER, Living ROOM
WITH POOL TABLE, Swimming
Pool 1080/MONTH 653-3512

25% OFF CLEMSON STUDENTS
Hide-a-way
at
MOUNTAIN
BROOK COTTAGES in the NC
Smokies. Now $120 per weekend
for 2. FIREPLACES. Only 2 hours
away. 704-586-4329

CAMPUS BULLETIN/15A

ternity Event. Old South hoop skirt
costumes in a wide variety of colors
and styles. $25. 864-338-5438

HOUSE IN CLEMSON - CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 BED, 2 BATH,

Daniel Square 1996-97 - Don't
wait! Call now! Greenville 4670987
ROOMMATE NEEDED Female
and graduate student own room in a
very nice house towards Pendleton
$200 a mo OBO call 646-8635
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'Religion in the Political Arena »

Featuring Spurgeon Foundation Faculty
Advisor and author of the text
Religion in American Politics,

Dr. Charles Dunn
When: Monday, January 29; 7:00 pm
Where: Brackett 212 Sponsor: The Spurgeon
Foundation
Dr. Dunn will be discussing the role of religion,
particularly Christianity, in the political arena in
light of the upcoming elections.

1-Bedroom apt. for rent. 1 mile from
campus. Located at Cochran Road,
nice, quiet neighborhood. Rent
$275.00 includes water. Call Ajay @
653-3125.

If entals
University Ridge 2 and 3 BR CONDOS for rent with 1 BA per BR furnished w/washer Dryer Walk from
your CONDO to class. 2^6~W#
For Rent Be the perfect Southern
Belle. Order now for Old South fra-
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Custom Resume Service
Phone (864) 985-7588
Fax (864) 944-7659
Liz Brown
_Owner and Operator

Custom designed
resumes, laser printing.
^ color printing, graphics.
cover letters, and
mailing service
available. Our Job Is
helping you get a Job.
UNIQUE RESUMES,
CUSTOM RESUMES..
RESUMES THAT
PUT YOU
TO WORK!
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MJ&XT&1TS not his usual self.
You suspect the SalSu.*
So you call Dr. Nusblatt, your family vet back home.

The call is cheap.
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Live off campus? Sign up for SS8S True Reach Savings™ and save 25%

no matter who, how, when or where
you call in the U.S.

Op«n 7 Day* A W**k
Night Skiing Thun. - Sun.
•Less than an hour's
drive from Clemson.
•We ski till midnight
Friday and Saturday
nights.
•Students must showlD
to get student rates.

Life can be complicated. AT&T True Reach Savings™ is simple. Save 25% on every kind of call on
your AT&T phone bill-direct dial, calling card, directory assistance, local toll, cellular, fax and modem when you spend just $25 a month* No other plan gives you all these different ways to save**
Just call 1800 TRUE-ATT to sign up. Save on every call. That's Your True Choice™

INFORMATION

704-743-1164
SNOW CONDITIONS
704-743-1162
LOCATION
HWY 64, 3 MILES EAST OF
CASHIERS

AT&T
Your True Choice
•Refers to long distance calls billed to AT&T home or AT&T Calling Card accounts Discounts off AT&T basic rates. Certain exclusions apply
Subject to billing availability Offer available to residential AT&T customers: Minimum spending requirement is per residential line. "Compared to major long distance carriers.
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Tigers fall to
3-3 in ACC
continued from 9A
that was as close as they got.
The Terrapins converted their
free throws down the stretch.
Keith Booth and Johnny
Rhodes were the buttress of the
balanced attack as they each
had 17 points for Maryland.
The Tigers were led by
Mclntyre's 22 points, on five
of seven three-point shooting,
Jurkunas's 14 points and. four
rebounds, and Greg Buckner's
12 points and five rebounds.
Coach Barnes did not react
to this road loss as positively
as he did to the loss at Florida
State. "I was very upset with
the way we started the game,"
said Barnes. "I just felt that
they let Maryland take the

game to us. We did fight back,
but we just did some things
that I'm not happy with."
"Like I told the team, I
expected to win this game,"
said Barnes. "Being close is
not good enough, we know
that we should win a game like
this."
"I talked last week how I
was proud of the effort we
made, and they did fight back
today," said Barnes. "The
game was intense and all that,
but I want to win, and I will
not be happy until we do."
The Tigers will get another
chance Saturday when they
host the N.C. State Wolfpack
at 12 p.m. at Littlejohn
Coliseum.

CLASSIC PHOTOGRAPH^, INC
cia««£55o*qy»p?y;

Immediate Openings for
Photographers
$6 to $9 per hour
Part-time weekends and evenings
Own transportation a must
Call 885-0036 for an appointment
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Andrius Jurkunas
scored 14 points in
the Tigers' loss.

Delta Sigma Pi
Co-ed Professional Business
Fraternity
Ain
Monday, January 29@6:30pm
Lee Hall Auditorium
*Professional Dress*
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Take A
Break From
College And
Study The
$379
College Night Dinners
Monday Night, 5 p.m. - Close

"Clothed With The Sun"
SEMINAR
Leam about family oriented clothing optional recreation.
Bring the entire family. Couples and singles are welcome
When: Sunday Feb. 11, 7996* 3pm
Where: Holiday Inn, Congaree Rd. • Greenville
Cost: $5lperson, $3 more for a friend.
Children FREE (Children under 18 must be
accompanied by parent)

*

For more information & registration call:
(803)-787-5415 ; (864)-461-9142
or write to:
PO Box 6695 • Columbia, SC 29260

#.Sponsored by the Eastern Sunbathing Association & American Association#

Sit down to a good dassic on College Night at Shoney's.
Simply bring in your college ID any Monday from 5pm to dose,
and choose one of $110116/8 Classic American dinners for just
$3.79. Bite Size Shrimp, Homestyle Meatloaf, Country Fried
Steak, Spaghetti, Light Baked Fish, Chicken Stir Fry or Grilled
Liver 'n Onions. Each with choice nf vegetable.
If studying has given you a big appetite, just add our Soup,
Salad & Fruit Bar for only $1.50.
College Night at Shoney's. If s a
great way to take up the classics.
Offer good at participating Shoney's
with valid college ID - Student or
Faculty. Not valid with any other
coupon, discount or offer.

for Nude Recreation
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SHOHEYS
Classic American Food

1053 Tiger Blvd.
Clemson

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
1 AND 2 BEDROOMS $295 TO $539
Swimming Pool*Tennis Court •Shuttle Service

Burton Properties
10 Locations:
Heritage Pointe
Heritage Station
Vicksburg
College Street
Village Green

Old Central Road
Lindsey Road
West Bank
Wesley Street
Heritage Hills

653-7717 or
653-5506
After Hours
654-3444 or
888-0200 or
647-2268
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